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November 11, 1997 
!he Fa~ulty Senate meeting for November 11 , 1997, was called to order at 3:35 p.m., 
1n the K1va. Senate President Beulah Woodfin presided. 
Senators present: Margery Amdur (Art & Art History), Alok Bohara (Economics), 
James Boone (Anthropology), Michele Diel (Valencia), Ernest Dole (Pharmacy), 
Gregory Franchini (Psychiatry), Jan Gamradt (Individual, Family and Community 
Education), Bradford Hall (Communication and Journalism), Fred Hashimoto (Internal 
Medicine), Christiane Joost-Gaugier (Art and Art History), Dorothy Kammerer-Doak 
(~bstretics and Gynecology), George Luger (Computer Science), Harry Llull (General 
Library), Neeraj Magotra (Electrical and Computer Engineering), Jean Martinez-Welles 
(Gallup), Les McFadden (Earth and Planetary Sciences), Christine Nathe (Dental 
Hygiene), Mary Anne Nelson (Biology), Alyse Neundorf (Gallup), Eric Nuttall (Chemical 
& Nuclear Engineering), Jonathan Porter (History), Ronald Reichel (University 
College), Deborah Rifenbary (Individual, Family and Community Education), Mario 
Rivera (Public Administration), Robert Sapien (Emergency Medicine), John Schatzberg 
(Anderson), Sandra Schwanberg (Nursing), Loretta Serna (Education Specialities), 
Warren Smith (Foreign Languages and Literatures), Scott Taylor (Law), Jim Thorson 
(~nglish), Nicole Touchet (Family and Community Medicine), Paul Weiss (General 
Library), Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry and Molecular Biology), Melvin Yazawa 
(History) 
Senators absent: David Bennahum (Internal Medicine), William Buss 
(Neurosciences), Kurt Fiedler (Neurology), Les Field (Anthropology), John Gahl 
(Electrical and Computer Engineering), Peggy Kelley (Surgery), Andrew Mehalic 
(Radiology), Stephanie Ruby (Molecular Genetics and Microbiology), Joseph Spaeth 
(Radiology), Mete Turan (Architecture and Planning), Bridget Wilson (Pathology) 
Excused absences: William Dail (Neurosciences), Helen Damico (English), Jaime 
Grinberg (Education), William Kane (Individual, Family and Community E~ucatio~~, 
Wanda Martin (English), Dale Mason (Gallup), Charles Pribyl (Orthopaed_1~), Philip 
Reyes (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology), Richard Reid (Anderson), Christine Sauer 
(Econonics ), Denise Schulz (Theatre & Dance), Sally Seidel (Physics and Astrono~y), 
Pauline Turner (Individual, Family and Community Education), Carolyn Voss (Medicine) 
Guests present: Julie Ellefson (Daily Lobo), William Gordon (Provost) Jane Hood 
(Sociology), Ray Martinez (Financial Aid), Alex Pederson (AS~NM), Davi~ S!uart . 
(Evening and Weekend Degrees), Deborah Sulsky (Mathematics and Stat1st1cs), Eliseo 
7 .. , 
Torres (Student Affairs), Keith Martin Valles (ASUNM Senate), Peter White (English) 
1. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
The agenda was approved by unanimous voice vote of the Senate. 
2. APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES FOR OCTOBER 7. 1997 
The ~ummariz_ed minutes for the October 7, 1997 meeting were approved by 
unanimous voice vote of the Senate. 
3. MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR PROFESSOR H. LAURENCE ROSS (SOCIOLOGY) 
A Memorial Minute for Professor H. Laurence Ross (Sociology) was presented to 
the Senate by Professor Jane Hood (Sociology). The minute was adopted by 
rising vote of the Senate. The Office of the University Secretary will send a copy 
of the memorial minute to his family. 
Memorial Minute 
H. Laurence Ross 
1934-1997 
On September 25, H. Laurence Ross, Professor of Sociology at University of New 
Mexico since 1983, died at home after a long illness. He was 63 years old. After 
receiving his Ph.D. from Harvard University in 1959, Professor Ross embarked 
upon a highly productive and influential career during which he wrote or edited 
eight books and hundreds of articles about law and social policy. Known to his 
friends simply as "Larry," Professor Ross was an international expert on drunk 
driving about which he wrote two books, four research monographs and over 50 
articles. His books, Confronting Drunk Driving:Social Policy for Saving Lives, and 
Deterring the Drinking Driver are regarded as definitive research on DWI policy. In 
recognition of his work on drunk driving Dr. Ross received the prestigious 
Widmark Award for Lifetime Achievement from the International Committee on 
Alcohol, Drugs, and Traffic Safety (1989), the outstanding scholarship award from 
the Society for the Study of Social Problems Crime and Delinquency Division 
(1994) and, most recently, lifetime achievement awards from the drinking and 
drugs divisions of both the Society for the Study of Social Problems and the 
American Sociological Association (1997). Although known best for his work on 
drunk driving, Dr. Ross was interested in many issues related to law and society 
and often pondered the question of what can laws do and what can they not do to 
resolve social problems. In addition to many friends and colleagues around the 
nation and the world, Larry leaves a son, Mark Ross, as well as a mother, brother, 
and sister who will deeply miss him. His work on highway safety, however, will 
continue to influence public policy both here in New Mexico and around the globe. 
,, 
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4. PROVOST'S REPORT 
~~~v~st William C. Gordon reported briefly on UNM's legislative agendas and 
1mt1atIves for the next fiscal year. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Several administrators, faculty, staff and students have testified before the 
Committee o_n Excellence in Higher Education on UNM's behalf. Faculty 
Senate President Beulah Woodfin and Staff Council President Kari Ward-
Karr have made their presentations before this committee as well. 
President Peck continues to meet individually with legislators. Contacts have 
been made to meet with the Governor and his staff regarding UNM's budget 
proposal and higher education's agenda for 1998-99. 
The Regents' Excellence in Higher Education Resolution has received broad 
campus and community support. This resolution calls for a return of 17% 
percent of the State's general fund to higher education. 
UNM has presented its proposed budget and legislative agendas to various 
groups which have included the Albuquerque Economy Forum, the 
Albuquerque Economic Development Board, and Intel. 
Next week, deans and directors will receive information packets on UNM from 
the Office of Institutional Advancement. The information is to be used when 
making legislative contacts. Vice President Orcilia Zuniga-Forbes has met 
with department chairs and various organizations to let them know what they 
might do to support UNM's legislative efforts. Meetings have been held with 
various groups of faculty, staff and students as well. 
The Commission on Higher Education Budget subcommittee will meet this 
week to finalize its budget recommendation. After this meeting, UNM will 
know how successful the presentations to the Committee on Excellence in 
Higher Education have been. 
Other information provided by the Provost included: 
• The search for a University Secretary will culminate soon. Interviews with the 
four finalists are taking place this week. 
• Discussions and planning for a faculty dispute resolution office will begin 
soon. 
5. SENATE PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
Senate President Beulah Woodfin made the following announcements: 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Faculty are encouraged to participate in the open forums scheduled this 
week with candidates for the University Secretary position. 
The Senate will hear a report at today's meeting on UNM's accreditation 
planning process from Peter White, Assistant to the Provost on Accreditation. 
Information packets from the Office of Institutional Advancement will be 
distributed to all faculty and staff later this month. Faculty and staff are 
encouraged to use the information contained in the packets when contacting 
State representatives and senators in support of higher education. 
Letters of appreciation received by the Senate President from students who 
have received Presidential Scholarship will be placed on the Faculty Senate 
website. Faculty and staff contributions helped provide these Presidential 
Scholarships for students. 
A parliamentary procedural question regarding a ruling to suspend the rules 
to vote on a matter introduced at the last Senate meeting has been 
discussed. It is believed the ruling was correct according to Robert's Rules 
of Order which are specified for general faculty meetings. Since there are no 
established rules of procedure governing the Faculty Senate, it plans to 
adopt a parliamentary authority for the Senate in the future. It is felt that the 
current version of Robert's Rules of Order is too detailed. The Senate will 
look at other rules of parliamentary procedure to be used by the Senate. 
Senators were reminded to initial the attendance roster for Senate meetings . 
Senate President Woodfin informed Senators that copies of the two course 
proposals for the core curriculum were being distributed at this meeting. All 
comments regarding the proposals should be sent to Charlie Steen. A final 
document will be presented to the Faculty Senate at a later date. 
6. NEW APPOINTMENTS TO 1997-98 COMMITTEES 
New faculty appointments to the 1997-98 Faculty Senate standing committees 
were approved by unanimous voice vote of the Senate. 
7. FORMS C FROM THE CURRICULA COMMITTEE 
The Senate raised questions on proposed curricular revisions for AAS deg_r~es 
presented at the September 9, 1997 meeting. A concern was that prerequ1s1tes 
for 200 level courses were not addressed in the proposed revisions for the 
Associate for Applied Sciences degrees. The Senate tabled the items by 
unanimous voice vote until further clarification was received from the Taos and 
Gallup branches. 
4 
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The branch campuses provided responses and these were included in the agenda 
packets. The Gallup branch waived the 100 level courses because they felt 200 
level courses would better serve the students in these degrees. The Senate felt it 
was misleading to students not to have a general statement in the catalog 
regarding prerequisites. After discussion, the Senate by unanimous voice vote 
took the following actions on the previously tabled curricular requests. 
Gallup 
• Revision of AAS- Automotive Technology (Approved pending clarification 
in the catalog description that students may be required to take Eng 101 
and Psy 105 as prerequisites.) 
• Revision of AAS -Automotive Techni-Business (Approved pending 
clarification in the catalog description that students may be required to 
take Eng 101 and Psy 105 as prerequisites.) 
• Revision of AAS - Business/Marketing (Approved) 
• Revision of AAS - Construction Technology (Approved pending 
clarification in the catalog description that students may be required to 
take Eng 101 and Psy 105 as prerequisites.) 
• Revision of AAS - Construction Techni-Business (Approved pending 
clarification in the catalog description that students may be required to 
take Eng 101 and Psy 105 as prerequisites.) 
• Revision of AAS - Welding Techni-Business (Approved pending 
clarification in the catalog description that students may be required to 
take Eng 101 and Psy 105 as prerequisites.) 
Taos 
• New AA in Communication and Journalism - Communication & Journalism 
(Approved) 
After discussion, the Senate unanimously approved by voice vote the following 
curricula requests presented from the Curricula Committee. 
• New Associate of Arts in Criminal Justice - Criminal Justice - (Taos) 
• Revision of Certificate in Scientific & Engineering Computation - Mathematics 
and Statistics - Main Campus 
• Revision of MA in Spanish - Spanish and Portuguese - Main Campus 
President Woodfin reminded Senators it has been current and past policy that 
5 
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the Senate does not review AAS degrees. However, since the Curricula 
Committee forwarded these particular requests to the Senate, it became 
necessary for the Senate to take final action on them. 
8. AFFIRMATION OF EXCELLENCE IN HIGHER EDUCATION RESOLUTION 
The Senate by unanimous voice vote affirmed its support of the resolution 
adopted by the UNM Board of Regents on September 11, 1997. The resolution 
calls for improved funding and urges State leaders to restore the historic share 
of 17% State general funding support to New Mexico higher education 
institutions. The resolution has received support from various campus 
organizations. 
9. RESOLUTION ON PROCEDURAL ACCOUNTABILITY 
The Resolution on Procedural Accountability from the Senate Operations 
Committee was distributed to Senators at this meeting. The resolution, 
introduced by Senators Llull and Porter, was motivated by reports in the Daily 
Lobo that recent court decisions and adjudications indicated the failure of 
individuals in positions of authority at UNM to follow established policies and 
procedures. Senator Llull stated the resolution was not about discrimination nor 
did it accuse specific groups or individuals. He said the resolution was about 
procedural accountability. The resolution asks UNM to abide by established 
rules and procedures that are fair to all faculty, staff and students. Senators Llull 
and Porter urged the Senate to adopt the resolution to set values and present a 
moral stand to UNM's administration. 
A lengthy discussion was held regarding the purpose of the resolution. Some 
Senators questioned why the resolution was needed and several felt the 
resolution was vague and pointless. President Woodfin and Senator Llull cited 
some cases in which individuals in authority neglected to follow set procedures. 
After discussion, the Senate voted by a show of hands, 21 in favor, 11 opposed, 
and no abstentions, to adopt the resolution as presented. 
The University of New Mexico 
Faculty Senate 
RESOLUTION ON PROCEDURAL ACCOUNTABILITY 
The University of New Mexico has established policies and procedures to_ . 
ensure equal and fair treatment of all students, faculty, and staff. The University 
of New Mexico Faculty strongly supports these policies and procedures as 
articulated in the various public policy documents governing treatment of 
6 
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students, faculty, and staff, including the Faculty Handbook The Affirmative 
Action Manual, the UNM General Catalog, the University B~siness Policies and 
Procedures Manual, the Board of Regents' Policy Manual, and other prevailing 
documents. Unfortunately, recent court decisions and adjudications have cited 
the failure of members of the campus community to follow established policies 
and procedures. Such failures have not only resulted in costly, monetary 
settlements, but also have tarnished the image of the university community as a 
whole. Non-discriminatory practices, to be fully effective, must be supported by 
vigilant supervision of all levels and units of the university, to ensure that 
appropriate procedures are faithfully and rigorously carried out. 
Therefore, the Faculty Senate of the University of New Mexico demands that the 
university administration take vigorous action to ensure compliance with 
established policies and procedures that protect all students, faculty, and staff 
from discrimination of any kind, and further that any and all responsible 
administrators, faculty, or staff who violate or fail to follow such policies and 
procedures be subject to appropriate disciplinary action. 
10. ACCREDITATION UPDATE 
Peter White, Assistant to the Provost for Accreditation, provided an update on 
the organization of UNM's accreditation self-study report and the summary 
timetable for North Central Association's site visit in January 1999. The North 
Central Association requires a three-part process for reaccreditation: 1) open, 
university-wide discussions about the present state of the University; 2) 
preparation of the written report; and 3) a site-team visit by twelve or thirteen 
experts in higher education chosen by the North Central Association. UNM's 
steering committee on accreditation is composed of individuals from the Faculty 
Senate, faculty, staff, students, administration and the community. Five steering 
subcommittees have been formed to address the areas of UNM's mission: 
governance and resources, education and assessment, planning and integrity, 
and ethics and integrity. A total of 250 individuals from the main and branch 
campuses are involved under Peter White's direction to accomplish the tasks in 
preparation for UNM's accreditation. Many avenues will be available for the 
UNM community to participate in this process. A website with updated 
information has been developed and can be accessed through UNM's 
homepage. Comments can be sent to accredit@unm.edu. 
11. NOEL-LEVITZ PROJECT 
Vice President for Student Affairs Eliseo Torres explained the Noel-Levitz 
project is the leading consultant firm in the nation that provides enrollment, 
recruitment and retention services. 
Vice President Torres updated the Senate on the process of the Enrollment and 
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Retention Plan that will be used to find better ways to recruit and retain students 
at UNM. He described the components of the plan: 
• Dialogue Plus - a computer assisted telecounsel ing system which will be 
located on the second floor of the Student Union Building; 
• Forecast Plus, a customized enrollment prediction system; 
• Enrollment and Revenue Management System - a project that will help 
optimize use of financial aid/scholarships to meet enrollment goals and 
provides management reporting to measure progress; 
• Market Position Analysis - this program will develop a marketing theme to 
support enrollment objectives for UNM; 
• Student Retention - this program works with faculty/staff to develop short and 
long term strategies and develops a student-centered campus that provides 
exemplary services to students. 
Vice President Torres reported that due to the Senate's interest and concerns, 
the Career Services Office has decided to reverse its decision to discontinue the 
provision of placement files for UNM graduates applying for jobs. 
Ron Martinez, Director of Financial Aid, reported on strategies and proposed 
fine tuning of areas which can delay the financial aid process for students. 
Some strategies planned to eliminate barriers within the financial aid process 
include: 
• The addendum to the preapplication for Federal Student Aid will be 
eliminated. 
• The history of financial aid for transfer students will be handled internally by 
the Financial Aid Office rather than requiring the students to contact their 
previous colleges themselves. 
Director Martinez also reported work-study funds are in danger of being depleted 
by the end of the year due to students working 30 hours a week instead of 20 
hours. This issue is currently being addressed. 
Director Martinez pledged the support of the Financial Aid Office for a smoother 
and efficient delivery of financial aid in the Fall semester. 
12. OPEN DISCUSSION AND NEW BUSINESS 
There was no new business to come before the Senate at this time. 
13. ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting adjourned at 5:05 p.m. 
8 
Respectfully submitted by: , 
~{J)v· ~-)J/);W/ 
Mari A. Ulibarri 
Administrative Assistant Ill 
Office of the University Secretary 
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NEW APPOINTMENTS TO FACULTY STANDING COMMITTEES 
November 11, 1997 
BUDGET 
Don Simonson (Anderson) ---Term Ends 1998 
FACULTY & STAFF BENEFITS 
Robert Sutherland (Psychology) ---Term Ends 1999 
LIBRARY 
Tim Lowrey (Biology) ---Term Ends 1999 
The University of New Mexico 
Office of the Secretary 
Scholes Hall IO I 
Albuquerque, NM 87131-3386 
(505) 277-4664 
September 1 O, 1997 
TO: Kathleen Sena, Associ e R~strar 
U1 1v 
SEP 1 o 1997 
OFFICE F THE RE GISTRAR 
FROM: 
. 2ifl /f' 
Beulah M. Woodf , ficuity' Senate President 
SUBJECT: Forms C 
The following Form Cs were approved unanimously by the Faculty Senate at its 
September 9 meeting: 
Gallup Branch 
• Revision of AS-Associate of Science in Science 
• Deletion of AAS-Banking 
The following Form C was approved pending clarification of prerequisite ENG 101 and 
how it will be addressed: 
Gallup Branch 
• Revision of AA-Pre-Business Administration 
The following Form Cs are being returned to the Curricula Committee for clarification 
and resolution on Chair Shapiro's questions and notations on forms (see below): 
Gallup Branch . 
Revision of AAS-Automotive Technology (Psych 211 lists 105 as prerequisite; clarification on 
hours for Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences; clarification on current program total credit 
• 
• 
• 
• 
hours 66 or 60) 
Revision of AAS-Automotive Techni-Business (clarification on difference between BT118T & 
CP101; clarification on question regarding Psych 211; AT 103T left in Automotive Techni-
Business, but deleted AAS Automotive Technology) 
Revision of AAS-Business/Marketing (Form C Jacks FS Curricula Committee signature; 
discrepancy in total credit hours; clarification on questions regarding Econ 204; BTR 155& 
211 overlap from CS 150L) 
Revision of AAS-Construction Technology (clarification regarding prerequisites Psych 211 and 
ENGL 119) 
• Revision of AAS-Construction Techni-Business(clarification regarding prerequisite Psych 211) 
• Revision of AAS-Welding Techni-Business (clarification regarding prerequisite Psych 211) 
Taos Branch 
New AA-Communication and Journalism (clarification on "other college-level mathematics" 
requirement; clarification on biology requirements) 
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Faculty Senate Committee on Academic 
Freedom and Tenure 
Commi11ec on Governance 
@ 
Staff Council C immencemrnt 
Information Lin.: 
(505) :.77-fi5 , 6 
)ct- I0-97 02: 35P S. Sm; th 
P.02 
c~~-c-1-_p_i_e_n_t_
1
_N_o_S~--j-~t ----------------
To:· bwoodfin@unm.e~ - -- - - -- - ---- --· 
·-t7 8 
____ ..., 
From: schlbeth@urun.edu {Beth Miller) 
subject: Questions on Forms C - Gallup Campus 
Ms. Woodfin, I have a copy of your memo to Kathleen Sena dat ed 
9-10-97 concerning several questions about Form Cs from Gallup. I'll 
answer the questions and hopefully clarify our intent . On the AA 
Pre-Business Administration, English 101 can be used as a free 
elective. Because this is a transfer degree, our policy is that of 
Anderson Schools regarding Engli5h 101. On page 83 of the 
~lbuquerqu.e catalog, bottom of first column, in First Year--First 
Semester suggested course work, it states free elective that can 
i nclude English 101. 
AAS-Auto. Tech., AAS-Auto. Techni-Bus., AAS-Construction Tech., AAS 
Construction Techni-Business, AAS-Welding--the dept. chair for these 
programs, Rick Krauth, spoke with Henry Shapiro on Sept. 29 and 
cleared up the questions. His secretary spoke with Henry on Oct . 2 
and was again told that all the questions concerning these degrees 
had been answered. 
MS-Business/Marketing changed to AAS Small Business Management -
l)It was felt by the faculty who teaches both economics and business 
subjects here (and who was an economics major) that the Econ. 204 
(Introduction to Economics) course would better serve our stu dents in 
this degree than Econ. 105 o~ 106. 
2) BT 155 and 211 having overlap from cs 150. In the 155 class , 
students learn only Word Perfect (7.0); in th 211 class, students 
learn only Excel. cs 150 is a survey course that introduces studen s 
to word processing and spreadsheets as well as databases, the 
Internet, and basic prog~amming skills, but does not provide indepth 
content in these areas. the separate courses offer the indepth 
study. 
3J Discrepancy in total credit hours--the total should be 60. The 
two semesters listing 18 credit hours should read 15 because of the 
option of courses students can take. I'm sorry for that error. 
4) FS Curricula Committee signature. I'm assuming the original form 
is in Albuquerque and can be signed by Dr. Shapiro. 
The issue of not requiring Psych 105 as a prereq. to Psych 211 is 
addressed in a memo w~itten by Dr. Ralph Casebolt who teaches both 
co~rses here. I am mailing you his meruo along with a hard copy of 
t~is email. r hope his explanation wili clarify any 
misunderstandings. 
At i~s special meeting last ~riday, Oct. 3, the Albuque~que 
Curriculum Committee voted to continue its practice of not reviewing 
c~ri~t~ for schlbeth@unm.8du (Beth Mil1er) 1 I :'.'__J 
@) 
oct-10- 97 02:36P S. Smith P.03 
---- ---------------------l No ~i.p:i.ent, ~o Subject . _____ ____ ____ 2 j 8? 
branch campus "T" courses, certificates, or ·AAS degrees. Hopefully, 
the relevant processes will be smoother. If I can answer questions 
for you, please call me at 863-7540. Thank you. Beth Miller, Ed.D., 
Pean of Instruction, UNM-Gallup 
l Prin tad for achlbeth@unm.edu {&i_:__t_h_Mi_._l_l_e_r_> ______ _ 
@) 
10/10/97 12:57 TX/RX O. 4697 P.003 
--
ict-10-97 02: 36P S. Sm;th 
interoffice 
MEMORANDUM 
,---
to: 
from: 
subject: 
date: 
Dr. Beth Miller Qt,. 
Ralph Casebolt .. r.:~.J~ 
Psyc.211 (Applied) in Applied Technology Programs 
October 2. l 997 
Tne question of waiving Psyc.105 as a prerequisite to Psyc.211 in these degree programs 
was raised recently by the Faculty Senate on the Albuquerque Campus. I teach both courses and 
wouid Jike to explaifi my rationale for waiving the prerequisite. 
Students in Applied Technology Programs are interested in how the field of psychology 
appiies to their work and lives. Their concerns are frequently more specific than the survey 
course (Psyc. l OS) covers. I allow students to select the topics we cover after 2-3 weeks of 
general introduction. This gives them a choice in designing the course to meet their own interests 
with each topic. I assign relevant readings and in class provide background for the topic under 
discussion. The enrollment is generally 1/3 to ½ the number of students that take my Psyc. 1 OS 
courses. This allows for more active, comfortable participation by all students. 
Over the years. I find that some. srudents begin with Psyc.211, then take Psyc.105, some 
the other way around, and this semester one student is in beth simultaneously. My observation 
-based on student involvement, performance. evaluation, and comments is that students get more 
out of Psyc. 211 than most do in Psyc. 105. The personal emphasis makes the difference. 
I therefore continue to exercise my privilege of waiving the Psyc. l 05 prerequisite ( e 
attached statement from UNM-A 1997-99 catalog-Psychology) in favor of student learning. 
P.04 
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interoffice 
MEMORANDUM 
to: Beth Miller 
from: Richard Krouth 
subject; Forms C-Applierl Technology 
d .. te : October l J, 1997 
UNIVERSITY OF ~'EW MEXICO-GALL p 
. APP(iEo TECHNOLOGY OEPART1E. f -
The following are clarifications on the Forms C for the Applied Technology programs 
• Revision of AAS-Automotive Technology (Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences required 
c.:rcdit hours is 6; current program total credit hours of 60) 
• Revision of AAS-Automotive Techni-Business (BT l I 8T is an introductory cour·e ro 
keyboarding and the CP IO l is more of a survey course in computer applications, , c . 
spreadsheets, word processing, database, see attached regarding the AUTO T l OJI 
course) 
• Revision of AAS-Construction Technology (According to the UNM-Gallup course 
catalog, ENG 119 does not have a prerequisite) 
Pos1-1r Fa:( Nore 
___ '°l....;;(p ..... fl~I ____ .J..F_a•_·_ ..:...7Si_~ ___ o __ _ 
® 
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•\ 
I • 
TO : Rick Krouth 
FROM : Curtis M Cox 1)4-l-o ,~J, · 
DATE : Oct,13 1997 
RE : H(»'1C3 T 
I 
,, 
Mr. Krouth concerning C-Ourse 103 T ~rnaining in the Techni-bttisn~s dc:.e.ree . It wa..,. my recoflllneru1ation 
th.at the l 03T be ,ub.stituted with 167f £mission Service u wu done m the certilicate and degree program 
lhlU\lo, 
Curtis M 
90 
TO:Eeulah Woodfin, Fae. 
91 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO-GALL UP CAivlPUS 
._ ___ ---'--'-' 200 CO LLEGE ROAD ■ GALLUP, NEW MEXICO 87301 ■ TELEPHONE 505; 863 - 7500 
Here is the additional infonnation on the technical degrees from Gallup . I hope 
this answers all of the concerns; if not , please let me know. I have also FAXed 
this info . to Kathleen Sena . 
Our rep . Jeanne Welles will not be attending the meeting tooay, because it was her 
understanding that the Provost was speaking and there would be no action taken on 
our programs . She understood that our curricular programs would be addressed at 
the November meeting . 
Thanks for your assistance , and you can call me at 863-7540 for any additional 
infonnation . 
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218 ARTS AND SCIENCES 
~ t 1. Flf!Herch S1tmln11r 11'1 An,fti~n oo.,.. nmMtt ,nd 
roll!IC~ l!I t 
{Ot1-,t llll<'l'"""'..-.dl 
512. t opic, In Oov•m""'"' end Pol~lc•. IToi;ics In 
/lme,lc~r, Onu~mmor,1 91,d ""°"IIC$.j (31 ,\ 
~~Y M repN1t.td lor cmdl. 
~,o. Pr1:>umln1t: Comptr,Uu 01:tvernm ■ nl and 
Poltll:9, (S} 
j0fl91od u~ dftNrKf] 
521 . RtM«rch S.mll\llr In C<lnip1<atln Go\/:!rnmant and 
PoCll lca. 131 t 
[Ot'11!"8d ~n-demel'r.l) 
52!5. Pr1>-Semlr,"' on talln Amerlc:an Polltlet. (3) 
Prior coin,, woil; 1,1 LM"1 ,l,m@ric1111 poilHcs ffl(Jllrod; rell!Q• 
rig krl<1M'°ij8 of SpJnllh Is hti,,tr dKlrabte, 
5.35. C<l1T1p1ratlon l>wbllc l\dm1nt•l111tlon. (3) Ho!KJ; 
(.-.Jo;() ollere<I as P\Jb Ad 5lS.1 
l'rilt91Uldt: 375,cr pe,rniuJo~ot irlltllJClor. 
!40. Pro-$tmln1r In tr11m1irtblt.'II AH!llona, (3] 
5-41. Rnnrcll Stffllt11r ln llltenl~tlonal R1lrt loo1, (3) 
(Offind upo,, dern.ridf 
551-1181. f'roll4ema. (1-3. M llr.1, t9ch nmes\er) 
5$0. Pro-S.mlr,M In Poltlt:111 n-y-. (3} 
{Otfllrtd Ur"Jfl d-rd) 
~t . fl•-•dt Swmln■r In l',,llllclll Tl'ttory. l~ t 
I Ot11!"9d l,pal clll "1Bndj 
ero. Pfo-S11miMr In "ubllc "ollcf. {31 
jl\i,() QI!~ 11 Pub M 510.} Revk!w oC ,..-imnlatlVII 1t-. 
otles ~ Public pol,ey, lnr.lndl~ pclcy 1oll'll3tiOI'. lmi:fem!JQ.• 
lion, h1ptCll i,1111tywl~ . lOl11!'1'41d 14'0'1 del'llend) 
5410, lntroduet1on lo Emplrleal R!'tN11:h. {3) 
M IM!rvlew o1 IM l)l,Jlo90!)hy or scll!rlce es 11~ed b:J Polill-
cal science reHami and slur:!r of 80Ciel ecitl'lce rvs.are11 
dtnlQl'I 
l'rfflMIUIMe: :Z~ or 1M1Jiv&J!!nl. 
5U Stiillstt~ fO( Soc:111 ;i.,..n:,,, 13) 
Pt~l•lle: 280 ~ equMlan1 or permeoion at lnruvc1or. 
~ - Sutny of l'ullllCII kltnc. •• • 0'8elplln• !Ind 1 
Prolffdon. (t} 
flequiftd or 911 gr&ijuatfl s1ur,en1, In p~lcal 1ditnce 11nd 
,ec()rM!en:!e~ lo ur,-Jergracluele m,i;or,. Qfffftd on CIVNC 
bul, anfy, 
Sf4, lrrt.rdla,e~lnary S.rnlnar OA ~11!'11'11 of MC>Mrn• 
cMllnllooln latln Mltlfe-t. (3) 
!Msr.l ofll!r@':I n Eco~. Hl!I. Soc 5PA) 
S~- MttJer'• Th~ft lll. [t~ hra. par"'"'"'"') 
<'ll!lt11d oo • CMIC bllb only, 
~ - Ol~ert~lim. (3 ·12 hr.. !)II' um'"9.I.,, 
O!lrr.d en • CM-IC bnl• only, 
-•!II J . Oou<;ah8<, Che.irp<><s.on 
Tha Unl11ti1e,sthr 01.Niraw M.wl~ 
Prol!,-■ 
L yr,e~ F. Cole,, rh D .• {',omell llnlvDfflll)' 
H~mlri D. Ot,1,iney. P'1.0., UJ'Mfllly ot Nor1h CaroUre 
Mlch!HII J Oovgh.,, l'h .O , \lnlwlt~llyor llllnol! (Ctilc~) 
Dennis IA rffell!!)' , Ph.D .. Ur1Mlr5lly o/ Ctlllor'1111 (lcs 
A<tgtle-,t 
John P. Olt.dt, Jr .• Pll.D .• Ul""l'ttvlly o4 W111C01161n (\l;tdtaof\) 
VNll!lm C. Ooroon. Ph.0 .• Au4i,8rl l)i~ 
Aicll!!rd J . H11r1t,, PII 0., Sh!rbd Unlver,ity 
Mm A. Ud>eff!!i, Plt.O., Urth>8'llty of Co~ 
w•t ■m R. MIier, Pt>.D., Univ~ of O~ 
Samuel Flol. Ph.0., "81Y11ytveni, Slsh! Untrenlty 
~tk\-1 K, nU!tblll5fl, Ph.D., Yat. lJni .... r,fty 
A~rt J. So1htrtllt'!d, F'tl.O., 0~ lkllvenit; 
A,socllli.Pttiln~rs 
PIPJI C. ""1r1Jeirl, Ph.O .• ~ver,lty ol V~sl~ {M!ldt9tfl) 
l(tislfna T. CinJ~I, Pti.o .. Pollllh Science ""8r»!ITI' 
(t-lenckl tnstttutlll 
SN!ven W. Gllflg8$1111d, Ph.D., Urlverslty ot tJlnnnol&. 
Go~l<. Hod;e, PhO., Unlv«lltr ot Cat"ornil !Lot 
Angeles! 
Elglo R P'91111&. Ph.D., Unt,,ersltyd Wdllr¢in 
Jaris e, Srr.\t!, Ph.D .• Suite Onlv1113tr ot Ncrw YU111 
(81 r,gtw,mlnn) 
Holtv 8 , W~loroo, f'tl.D., Uiwettlly cl Ultlt, 
Ronald "- Vikt, Ph.D., l,ntvurslly o/ Tl!'lClll jAI/Slt't) 
Aulslant Prol.-.011 
Ji,;!llh ~-~ . l'h.D., IJnlversil), o1 Celilomll. ◄loa 
A,igelesl 
Jsd< J . 81811c1>ard. Ph.O .• Slat& Unlvtrslty or New York 
j$ttl'ly 810clc) 
Rct>8~ toly, Pll.O., Ar1tona 81.811 Unlvet91ty 
Tlm01hy E. ~rnftl\ Ph.D., Nsw Mexico StimJ lJnl\l!Jltlty 
K8'1>t s11~. Ph.D .• UrMrwlly ol Calllomht [los 
""91kK) 
A~IIVINI C. Tang, Ph.D., 1-iamrd ~VI'!~ 
Prof■uors 'Emeriti 
Henry C. Ells, Ph.D .. We11Ylgton Uni""~ 
(3. Rcbel1 Grioo, Ph.D .• IJritverelly o/ IOWII 
~rJ. JohniOR. F'tl.D~ UrMlnlr;cl Cotm1do 
Frank ,t,, Log,n, l'h..O,.  cl lo;t1 
Affilldtcj 1nd Adjunet P:IC1llty 
Cha,ie,ii Cofer, Pt1.0., Brawn U'1ft91111y 
llMn M. con101, O.V.M .• AeoH Untvar;lly 
Al s. Feoorevlclut. F'h.O., UIWGfllty ol W.alllr1oo 
l<l.ltlille,t V. Haelend, Pti.o .. Untvnty at Rrx:t,"111r 
Mary Hsms, Pll.O. S,anford Univlf9i!l' 
~f'. ltlgr,r, RIO., Unl\lenlty ot POOMylYllrlll 
Slnpl,,e11 n. P•r1!1, D.Ed, Utlh'tf91ty d ~ 
Brue9 F>oo:tl. Sli111rotd '-'edicll School 
Major Study Requirements 
n,. sl\Jdlln1 1t11"111"i1 en ,~~Ion 10 psychologf 1hou1d 
teke bo1h Psy!:h 1()6, and Its ll~!eod laboo'llory toel.. 
5'udnntol •hJi.tl 11,en lekll fl"Mtipl& 200-4o~ tollllM bth,n, 
r~l!lering kif rnor9 ltN&nC1!1d CWrl~- In l!rmr>gng his 1)1' 
her p ~rem, 1'19 a lUda 11 llhoofd ~ ',1.Jid!od by tllll numt-e ri'llJ 
sy:,1"'1'1 ..,I Off/ dcl9I the lir?.! ntm>el lrdlelte lhe ~ 
mel" love! al wNd1 lt,e, melflliftl wlR be lmtglll, bul Iha sec-
ond mimber Ind~ lhe erue ...,,in psycholc>vf "'"'1l ""11d> 
1he oo,irw 11 primarily concemlld. lll• cede I, M 1ollew5: 
O--bulc, ~em P!)'Choiogy; t- 1'!1Pllellliioris d p,,yctlci'>v)'; 
2~hlh1/de..elc,,mental p,,vcholo,vy: ~llnlc1l/perso...,t1tr 
p• ~chology: ,-comr,ere1...,./J>4,yslologloal psy.:hology; 
5--sp11el1I !Oflle,, Ir, psycl,ology; &-poydtof01!y o4 leamlr,g 
end cov,ltlon; 7➔oclaJ psyd!olo1l"J'; 9-lr>dloAduel tett\'lr~h 
:and honnfs -.mln■r, . •nw fllrd ntrnbt!'r hes no l'rStl~c 
v r1 (II,.,, ,~ 1t 1r,J>t)7 PSYCHOLOGY 1,--- e111- 219 
gressk>n la norlNlly dtslrable even wh4n not requl!fd. 
HoMvet. en IJNlfllClUl!iles ror '"f oourt, ~ry be warr1d by · 
penni,,llon ot ll'IStrvctor. 
Aceepl ■n~■ o! trertafured ertdlta 10,.•nl II rn~10, a, 
rr,lr,orln Ptycholog'f mut1I be lll(lpro'l'9dtiy1ht AJeoclllle 
CbelrptnQn Jar Uncllr,irtdulle Ed~r:elll:>M. 
8.A. Tmck 
lo oblaln • B."-. In f'lycllology a 11i,deolt mutt C0n1lls1e ,-,. 
lsfaclortf 34 ciedil-hoora In Psycholog,, (o, Xl c~ llouf1 ~ 
81'1 LC)l)K-dt,;sioo lib I& lakM·-sH Item~ below} end ,t>ou4d 
ITIIY.)I' In 1n Ms lll'ld Sciences eUgt1h1 depa~nt ()(tt1)r lt111t1 
8iol091, Cliemls1ry, Cornp.iler S~ce. Mathematics, or 
Physk:s. Thts,J P$ychology cr!dls I h:iukl ridude: 
1, ~bgp' 105 (3 credts} and 106L {1 oredilf. 
i . 1'9)'t"°1oq\l 200 (3credltt 
). l'll'O C01113U lrom HC:h or 1he tollawlng 1\110 a!llt • 
IIO'hn (~ Iota! oft,,,elve c:rtdl11): 
Ce~ 1: l's~ 240, l'avct, 260, P'Byd126!io 
C..l!lgory 2: P"f(fl 220, 1'1yd, 232. Pl)o(:11 V1 
,4, E11her !DI/J COUl"5 [12 tredl\5) •• lht lOO llt'l'el 0< 
llbov&. 0/ lh~ OCUIMS (9 ~adlls) Ill II>!! 300 tewl or 
MIO'l'I!' and one li!boral:xlry 111 11111 300 lwv Ill 08 abcwe . 
S. Th~ credltl of P;ycholcgy a!acilve.9. 
The ~ hours ~Ired 101 a rT'lillDJ can lrdJdrt ortt 3 hours 
ot F"s)'ch 499. 
M11<>4't {B.A. only) In psycho'°V)' who •led lo n,IAOf In 
tttm,~n Ser,olctt atit required I() complll8 2◄ hours In 
I\Jmlllll SaMCet consiosmg c,l lhe fOl\owt1'19 OOUM19S: FS 261 , 
252, 352, 356, 3S9, 3115, end 411ti . ~dents rrml tm IO 
it. 1-!urMh 841rw::ea prngram b admls1tcn. F« mo~ tilor-
mall:>n, ain 27 H53t 
e.s. Track 
69ml es 1!.i\. lr\l(jo; llMh 1t-.e lollowino two l!X<lePtiom: 
1, A '1Udt,11I mlJ!I r;miplet, a minor In or dlJHlbuled 
among Blclogy, Ch•mt,tr~. C1imputer Seien~, 
Ma.lheimsltc,, Of Ptlyik:s. 
2. Ol tt-,e lhM P~ miteel 1'9q~ II 1h11 000 
11!'1'1!1 or.~. ~ ol lMM eairtM m!JSI bit Plljlch 
302. 
For II ~rib!Md rr,(rior wilh 8 BA. Cf B.S 11wlm INJSt ~ el 
tr,11&1 Orte~ dlvM:ln cour,e In each cl tffO O'f mo!~ 1re.1 
•~ ■ llotlll minimum ot 30 IIOll!1. 
Minor Study Requirements 
1S holln beyolld 4 houri 11ene11I psycrol01]t (1'$ych 105 
100106l! 
Departmental Honore 
Svp9dor ~ 1tuderrl1. IS!)edafy lhoM anlldpeling 
graduate &ludjl rr, ptyc:l,ology e,, hitr?r.:!Dd In reseal':tl 1r1ir,. 
'ng, .-e lnvtted lo lwt)I for a~n lo Wll9 U~rallim 
Hor'lcff PNlgl!lm lo btli;w, In !ht Fwt ,ernll$1M d th& ~rJor 
year. Students 1)3~k:lpe1ir,; In 11-.s p,ogr11m ere 11llgi~ lo 
gra.dwt • wNh Mpenrnerrtal h:Jnorl ll reocntmeooed by '1e 
taoilty on 1h11 basl~ cl 01A1allnding Pfflorml~. 
Tl>e HorV.JrJ me/or ,i,qulffll 33 IY!u~ bel'ffl'd • hovrt gArlf!ral 
p$)'Cl\olog)', lneh1rmg 2(1(), 302, 391, J92, 491 , 1n:I ~92. and 
"""' CXIUIM! e&ctl lrom C11eoo,y 1 !lrld Cstegory 2 ab,i\'tl, 
Tht r.m,111 requlremfflf lnrB.5. mrit.ir! er t lilbom,ory oou,se 
numbered./lbcw!I 300 is w,_,.,... for IJOn()~ 111a;ors. 
HOTE: P•yd>o/DflY 260 c, 26S Is a pr"9<1Jrs/le, and 200 
end 302 • r• prr, - er corequlsit-n for fl,e fl"9t Junior 
Graduate Program 
Gr~llv■t. A..,_i!!or 
lds Kl>flflllc/y 
A41Plle1UOfl Dnr!1l,1ou 
r11111 f'(lml!!ller Jam111ry 15 
~ng 1trn8'10C None eocrpled 
SLJ11ml"f s,~n: Nnne aroepled 
Only llton 1~1loos lffl!t.ed Ind ccrnr'e1111d by JMUII')' 
1 f, ~119Ja,al'llned 10 r901!1111l C011aidera~~ Eerly a~ce-
1\o;Jns all! 1lrorr,ily encouraged. 
Degrees Ottered 
M.S. In Psychology, Ph.D. In 
Psychology 
Ml!Jj:rr eree,: dnieal. ~ritMl~~mit"',l, du¥11~JPT'-l"l:al, per• 
sone lhy. behll'tli:Jre.l n9'1roocienoe, ~U8"~tltlvt1'rnelnodclo,gy. 
end ~al. 
~ gl'IIOURII lhldenl •..+io tloos psyc~ ts l rnajO! Wt> 
]eel 19 !l<MM!d lo ha.-e h&:I at lelllSI 15 se~t<ir hour.sol eel· 
lego creo'I In rl!r\'ChollVf. lrdudlng orl!I C:Ollr90 i~ ll'!~CIQo-
k:tll s1a.tsllc! Blld e-!Mr 11. lebOralory (XKJJ'M ()I lrdepor<j!f'lt 
reseerch n P!:Ythotogy. A airdld:!le lof ~ grl!(j1.111tll J1'1nor In 
p1yehology should COl'J!lll1tt the A.,s:,dm 1)11~ for Glal)uai& 
Eillcalbn cit "10 deparlrri9'11 ~on! dlltll\Tl11g !his mnor. 
~tlhough h o:ll'tl9~rnem ll'ft3rd5 tl1e t.4 S. cleglllt (wtth 1"6· 
tl!I ~r F'l:i!n I ftCOO!dti~ lo 1h11 f&g!Jl!l~!711 ~t lortt, In lllr · 
11ftr ~ cf !his ~ta~. !Ill 9Clflming c4 n~ epP lbm1, ;. 
00/lll in ,~s o1 anlr; b 11'4 l"h.O. prog,arn. Th~ oor,arl• 
meiu '1111 milt ni,w sllldera lo lho gr•o.ra~ prQQ ram cnt,, 
ror lht '9H &llll!'lester rJ ~h yeer. uroi,lion~ IXJ tt,i, IJ(ooo 
~ e~ rart , S1r1r.e cornp~n 'or lhe few !fl'ail!lb\e CII~· 
ln119 each yollll' I! S'trong, ol'ly atudents "'"11 e~cell"'1t r..1cle -
11'ic: rtw""5 M v,9' M "•sl-r11.ll' ln~r! ol reoo,.,rntin00Uon 
ea lbly lo 91.Jemlld In r;elrin•,u~aslon, 
ORE scorn (u11rl>41, ~•A1H11ij'l1', eriaf>11cel, and lh~ ps~-
chtfogf lll'!l!I ~t LJl!I req1STed 81 lc',lrt of~ 11WicMion PIQ· 
oed!rrit. 
Ori,mJlll require.ftl!llll! 'l()r Ille Ptt. D. a,t &ti forth In eiirf,er 
J)e11f18 of !NI C!llelog. Rc!g,ilSIIIQM lnoude fl rririroum ol ~ 
tv.Jtrr, or grllr.lu11I1J creoi~ (p~e reqminr.nt,. d9')9r><b 
~n arll8) >Yllh a OPA or 3.0 (8) or beat!, ~llSiW d the-
11, .ind disu,rtation: 1lllm11CWY pl!fforrnence on lhe docin 
comp,etiei,sl•m flllllmln!llioo ; Md B dissierta&:in QCOflPtlld by 
1h11 ftnel or~1.,.wn"1g ~ttte~. 
Thft Dep.artmr,r,t of f'sycttol:Jgr ror,sld!Jrg bol,i 1r..,d W19 er>d 
raseerth IO oo 119S!'f1lial ~~pocl~ of ~ctoml IJa.inin~ ar,:t, 
lherolore, requlreos 1h11 all Cl!fldlclatu ll11V11 siJcfl fl'(p,!!ri • 
eo:.es during lhDif 11!1'1ur!. Tht,0 requ',erf\e111$ Bpcfy regard-
less o1 w he!PI ar ree11ummtion lllr s udl w.rl11'!1ies is r11C11ll/0(j 
E'c'ery F!II S'JMl!'S1N. ~ua,., ,tvcnnb Ml!'Cled 10 i..ndt 11,e 
lnl~ry payd'ldo!7)' leh• Are tl'quiled to a11Pfld I0139'o'Y 
i;einnara on loocttl~ tll0 18bs In 11 i\'ffcvar ~rr.l tMdltng psy· 
cllo!DIJ)' in i;iene•~•. All gra<kl~•~ !1Ul~~~1j 11 r11 ,lrongly 
el'lCO<Jr2gl'd ID e,11ml In 1eechrtg Bl?fTllt"lr, ftnd ,,orhlY.Jps 
Ot"IP.fP.d b)' lhl!" Tlt3Cl..,9./11Rls18nt I½~ Ce~ . 
Psychof ogy (Psych) 
t~. O-r11/ PSfct>ofr>iJr. fl> 
Overvl,.,.. of /hg fflt!J'>': ccnl..,l e"'~-'" t:t~h°".;{T~· !"!?~ 
--
~F.' ; :/PROGRAM CHANGE 
)oRr.~-C 
Date: __ ___;;2;;...<./.....;;;2;....;:4.,_/-"-9-'--7 ______ _ 
Curtis Cox 
(Name of Individual Initiating curricular change form) 
Lecturer, 863-7529 
(Tdle, posttion, telephone number) 
Applied Technology Department 
(Dopartment/Division/Program/Branch) 
Mark appropriate Program: 
Undergraduate Degree Program fgX 
CIP CODE 
Assigned by 
Associate Provost 
for Academic Affairs 
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
Routing (All four copies) 
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary) 
2. GIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary) 
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary) 
4. College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
This form is for Autornoti ve Technology 
------------~------Name of New or Existing Program 
I 
: 9 3 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ::0 
I <t) 
•o 
I <t) 
: <' 
I <t) 
I 0. 
Graduate Degree Program O This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog , m 
(For existing degree only) on page(s) 46 ::, 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- m Mark appropriate category i 
NEW: REVISION OF: DELETION: NAME CHANGE: 
Degree AAS 0 Undergraduate 
-~ 0 0 Type degree only 
Major 0 0 0 0 
Minor 0 D D 0 
Concentration D 0 D 0 
Certificate 0 D D 0 
Emphasis 0 0 0 0 
Department □· ■ D 0 
• See New Untts poficy Guidelines book 
available from the Provost's Office. 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college 
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed. 
See attached. 
Aeason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). 
m 
::, 
rn 
... (I) 
a. 
-0 Q) 
or 
0 
!9. 
,, 
0 
... 
en 
0 
:::r 
(I) 
a. 
£. 5· 
co 
0 
::i: o· 
(I) 
0 
z 
~ 
~ 
0-, 
ASSOC IA TE OF APPLIED SCIENCE 
AUTOMOTIVE T~~CHNOLOGY 
CURRENT PROGRAM 
GENERAL ED UCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Art s/Humanities/Social Sciences 
Behavioral Sciences/M ath/Natural Sciences 
Communications 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 
AUTO TECHNOLOGY CORE 
AT 103T Auto Gas Engine Repair 
6 
6 
6 
2 
..., 
_) 
PROPOSED PROGRAM 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences 
MATH 115 Technical Mathematics 
PSYCH 211 Applied Psychology 
Communications Elective 
ENGL 119 Technical Communications 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 
AUTO TECHNOLOGY CORE 
AT 110T Drive Train 
~ 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 AT 1 l0T Drive Train ..., 
_) 
AT 113T Auto Transmission 3 
AT lllT Automotive Testing & Diagnosis ..., .) 
AT 11ST Brake Systems ..., 
_) 
AT 130T Electrical System Repair 3 
AT 157T S.teering & Suspension 3 
AT 165T Auto Tune Up 3 
AT 167T Emission Control Service 3 
AT 113T Auto Transmission 
AT 11ST Brake Systems 
AT 130T Electrical System Repair 
AT 157T Steering & Suspension 
AT 165T Auto Tune Up 
AT 167T Emission Control Service 
CP 101T Intro to Computer Concepts 
ELECTIVES* l.Q ELECTIVES* 
TOTAL CREDIT HOURS 60 TOTAL CREDIT HOURS 
* Any course{s) relating to a planned course of study with approval of Applied Technology Chairperson. 
FOR AD VISE~1ENT: 
Gallup Office 
Zuni Offi ce 
Chairpe rso n 
Contact the Automotive Technology Program 
Floyd C. Burnham (505) 863-7530 
Curtis Cox (505) 863-7529 
Harold Feathers (505) 782-2227 
Richard Krouth (505) 863-7560 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
11 
60 
-
" Ot:GRE:::'PROGr1AM CHANGE: 
FORM C 
Date:. __ 2_/ 2_1_/_9_7 ________ _ 
Karen T. Riehm 
Lecturer, BMT Dept. 863-7511 
Business Management, & Tech Dept. 
ClP CCOE 
UNIT PAE?AnES iN CUAO~ UPUC.:.,c: 
Rou::r.g (AU tcur ~c1es1 
1. Dean cf L~r.iry Services (i i nec:essarv) 
2. CIRT (C:mp & iniorm Aas & Tee:,). (if :iacassar,) 
3. College CumCJu.;:TI Cvmmrttee (i f n~) · 
4. College or S~.ocl Fat::.Jlty 
5. CoUege or Sc:-.ool OearvDirec:cr of lns1n;c:on 
6. FS Gt:ldua!e Ccmr.-"-r.ae (if acplic::u:te) 
i. FS Cumo.:1a Ccrr.mrttee 
8. Associate ?rcvost fer Acacamic A/fajrs 
9. Faculty Senate 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
;/ 
/ I 
Marx apprc:priata Pro<;ram: This form is. tor Autornoti ve Techni-Business ,i I 
1 Un~ergraduate D~ree Program )Q9 Harneoti..«e-zn;~ 
Grac:uate Degree Program O This prcgram IS or would t:e ICX3%ad in c:::mnt ~gracuara cao.Jcg : 1 
(F-;r e~g degree only) Ct1 ;age(s) 47 ; r 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---------------------·----·-: 2 Mane appropna1e caregor1 : ~ 
Degree .. AAS;;.;;;;.;;:-__ 
Major 
Minor 
Concentration 
Cattificate 
Emphasis 
H£IH: REVISJOH OF: DEl..ETlOH: &u ur- ,-y • ~ . I -~ ~ • !!: 
0~ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
D 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
' :::i 
·=-
·-,=-
• C 
' :i 
: 2-
• 
• 
• 
' I 
I 
I 
• 
• i I 
I I 
I Department • 
"'s-,..._U'IQr:imcyGc ·• IXICIII 
--- ftlll .. "'-'S Oill0a. 
0 
0 
0 
0 ·o 
: I -IQ 
Give exact tit2e and ~ as they shoux:J appear in the c:a%ak>g. See currei,t catalog f« format witt:in ~ respedve ~ 
(attach adctionaJ sheets if necessary). Identify in bracicst form what is being changed. · -
m a 
::s 0 0 C, 
0 Q 
C. ..... 
,.-0 ~ 
::, 
::, 
::;-
a::: 
-A•::~~:lA::::::::=g:::ired courses. Q,C~,-.~ L.~ ~111n~ II 
One elective course was deleted. • (2 p IOI __ _.,. : 
1~1 \J(..," ~l~J ~.,J- of- At\.S. f-\u..b"~{\~ kJ- °kJMJ~ o9¥ ~~ - : 
library lmpac: Statement. Name o1 fibrarian conswted and attac:,ed signed irnpad statement. (?fr• escaryj '\~ J ,,11 : 
CIRT lmpac: Statement. Name ct incividuaJ ccnsuttea and at:adled signed impad statement. (If,_ essa<y) ~ .IA l)I 
Bue~ and Faculty Lead Implications (attacn s:atemeuts). ~range planning statement. ~ : 
Does this change a1fec: in a sjgnificantway, any ott,er d.epartmentaJ programslbrand'I campuses? Yes __ No_x_ : S:: 
If yes. have you resolved these issues with department/branc:i involved? ___ ~~ (attadl statement) : :::i 
E!fecjve Date of Prcposed C.'lange: FALL~ 199?;-;r-~ : ~ 
ii;;;;;;;-:·-·0ep~;;;,;~,.;,~-~~~Oaie:-2;"zfk-·- i I ~ D ~ Cate· • ean o1 LlJrary Services (1t n.:essary) ________ 7"'"""'7_____ • -------- : 
C!RT C?t necess.ar,, .,.. Cate: -: -i J:. > :- : . :- :- :- : 
~l~e Curric:.rlum C,mmittee (rt necassar,J Date: ---~~+-~---:-;. I • • • · . :- :- :- :- : 
C.:lUege or Sc.'iocl Faculty (?f necessaJYl --;;""';/~"•~~~~~~~-7?'72~-r--- Cate: : : U-:-:: · :, :- :, :, 
Coll~e or School Cean/Direc:or of lnstruc:icn /l.~U~-1-~:.A~~====--Elate: · · · · · · 
Date: · ·. ·. ·. ·. · 
=~ ~:':; ~== '" ~ ~- t:obtlrn,,._ ~=~ -s-.0~ir-t-{-;--z-~l-, .. l--""':: :: :_: :-_ ~. :_: >: <: 
Assoc. ?rovcst tor Acaderru~ f? ~ --- I o:::.:..-
Date: --Fac-Jtty Senaze @) --------
urrcnl J>ro)U"am 
ERAL EDlJCA l ION IU:OUIREt-.1ENTS 
Arts/I JumaD1hl.~Soc1al Sciences 
Ikbavioral Scicnccs/Math/Naturnl Sciences 
· -nummications 
I Icallb Promotion/PE1LC1strre 
SUGGESTED AUTOMOTIVE TECI I. CORE 
AT 103T, Auto Gas Engine Repair 
AT l l0T, Drive Train 
AT 11 ST. Drake Systems 
AT 130T. Electrical System Repair 
AT 157T. Steering & Suspension 
AT 165T. Auto Tune Up 
WT Welding elective 
DUSINESS TECHNOLOGY CORE 
CP IO I Intro. to Computer Concepts 
DT I00T, Intro. to Accounting 
DT 205T, Dus. Math through Elec. Calculators 
BT 218T. Business Law 
BT 235T, Records Management 
ELECTIVES 
Choose 6 credit hours from the following : 
DT 118T, Microcomputer Keyboarding OR 3 
BT 111 T, Deginning Typewriting 3 
BT 116T, Human Relations 3 
DT 113T, Management: An Introduction 3 
BT 232T. Small Dusiness Management 3 
20cr, 
6 
6 
2 
21 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
21 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
62 
1\1 -B 
l>ro.u-am 
ENEIW# EDUCATION REOUIRl~MJ ,N rs 
Arts/I lumarut1cs/Social Sciences 
MATH 115 
PSYCH 211 Applied Tcchnol 
ommunications Elective 
NG 119 Technical Communications 
I lcalth Promotion/PE/Leisure 
SUGGESTED AUTOMOTIVE TECH. CORE 
AT 103T. Auto Gas Engine Repair 
AT l IOT, Drive Train 
AT 11ST, Brake Systems 
AT 130T, Electrical Systems 
AT 157T, Steering & Suspension 
AT 165T, Auto Tucm Up 
WT Welding elective 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY CORE 
CP IO 1 Intro. to Computer Concepts 
BT 1 00T, Intro. to Accounting 
BT 205T, Bus. Math through Elec. Calculators 
BT 218T, Business Law 
BT 235T, Records Management 
ELECTIVES 
Choose 6 credit hours from the following : 
BT 118T, Microcomputer Keyboarding OR 3 
BT 116T, Human Relations 3 
BT I J 3 T, Management: An Introduction 3 
BT 232T, Small Business Management 3 
0 Cl /1\f 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
21 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
21 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
62 
(%) 
~,~~--- -oC:- \-L..,... 
~c..~ \ol 
. :~EE/PROGRAM CHANGE 
FORMC 
Date: 2/14/97 
Karen T. Riehm 
(Name of individual initiating curricular change form) 
Lecturer, BMT Dept. 863-7511 
(l'itle, position, telephone number) 
CIP CODE 
Assigned by 
Associate Provost 
for Academic Affairs 
Business Mgmt and Technology Dept. 
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
. Routing (All four copies) 
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary) 
2. GIRT (Comp_ & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary) 
3. College Curnculum Committee (if necessary) 
4. College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
/', /DepartmenVDivision/Program/Branch) 
\.:JC.Jlu..-t~ 
Mark appropriafu Program: 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
This form is for AAS in Business/Marketing 
Undergraduate Degree Program ~ Name of New or Existing Program 
Graduate Degree Program O This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog 
(For existing degree only) on page(s) 50 
-· -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-------""--><-·------------Mark appropriate category 
,m 
I ::J 
·------------------- ! ct) 
NEW: REVISION OF: 
Degree AAS 0 Undergraduate Qx Type degree only 
Major D 0 
Minor D 0 
Concentration D 0 
Certificate D 0 
Emphasis D 0 
Department □· ■ 
"see New Units policy Guidelines book 
available from the Provost's Office. 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See curren 
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being ch 
MS 1n Small Business Management 
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). 
b ' '~, ~ ~ \ 1. c.i~c-r 
\1 ~'m C 2) \ () L . 
Updated program to meet current 
L,_ok \.)~ ~6. ·L. 
industry needs. E (..CY'i. 
C ~ ~ ~"'\. ~ Olf 
i ::. 
.~ 
,o 
I CO 
,-
' I 
97 
TI 
:> 
.. 
The Associate of Applied 
Science Degree in Small Business 
Management introduces 
marketing and management 
principles while preparing 
students to use microcomputers 
and to develop business skills 
necessary for success in the 
business world. This 
multidisciplinary degree focuses 
on the fundamentals of either 
entrepreneurism or hospitality and 
tourism. Students are provided 
the opportunity to participate in 
SIFE (Students in Free Enterprise) 
to meet business professionals 
through regional and national 
competition. 
A.A.S. Degree 
Program Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence 
BT 205TBusiness Math through Electronic Calculators . 3 
ENGL 101 Composition I: Exposition .............. 3 
CS 150 Computing for Business Students ............ 3 
Math Elective .................................. 3 
MOT 113 Management: An Introduction ............ 3 
Total 15 hrs. 
Behavioral/Natural Sciences Elective .............. . 3 
ENGL 102 Composition II: Analysis & Argument ..... 3 
BT 155T Introduction of Word Processing .......... . 3 
BT 116T Human Relations in Business .............. 3 
BT 232T Small Business Management .............. 3 
Total 15 hrs. 
Arts/Humanities Elective (Suggested New Mexico 
History) ................................. 3 
BT 265T or C&J 130,221, or 225 .................. 3 
MOT 222 Introduction to Marketing ................ 3 
BT 218T Business Law I ........................ 3 
Entrepreneurism Emphasis: 
MOT 195 Entrepreneurism ....................... 3 
OR 
Hospitality & Tourism Emphasis: 
BT 246T Intro to the Hospitality & Tourism Industry .. 3 
Total~hrs. 
\5 
ECON 204 Intro to Economics .................. • . 3 
BT 211 T Introduction to Electronic Spreadsheets ...... 3 
BT 285T Survey of Desktop Communications ........ 3 
BT 299T Co-op Work Exp. in area of emphasis ....... 3 
Entrepreneurism Emphasis: 
BT 231 T Personnel Management .......... • • • • · · · · 3 
OR 
Hospitality-& Tourism Emphasis: 
BT 248T Travel & Tourism Marketing ....... • • • • • • • 3 
98 
Total 1,.§ hrs. 15 
Program Total@hrs. 
~o 
,: 
B usinessflvlarketing 
A.A.S. Degree 
Program Requirements and Suggested 
Course Sequence 
PROPOSED PROGRAM 
Small Business Management 
A.A.S. Degree 
Program Requirements and Suggested Course 
Seq1:1ence 
BT 205 Business M ath through BT 205T Business i\,fath through Electronic 
Electronic Calculators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Calculators ............................ . .. 3 
IS-E 101 Composition I: Exposition ... 3 ENGL 101 Composition I: Exposition ......... 3 
CPl0JT Intro to Computer Concept ~-=-i CS 150 Computingfor Business Students ... . .. . 3 
Behav/Math/Natural Scie"nces Electivec::) J. Math Elective ............................. 3 
MGT 113 Management: An Intro . . . . . 3 MGT 113 Manc1.gement: An Introduction ..... . . 3 
Total 15 hrs. 
Behav/Math/Natural Sciences Elective~1i Behavioral/Natural Sciences Elective ......... . 3 
ENG 119. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. ENGL J 02 Composition II: Analysis & Argument 3 
BT 155T Intro of Word Processing .... 3 BT 155T Introduction of Word Processing ...... 3 
BT 116 Human Relations in Business .. 3 BT 116T Human Relations in Business ......... 3 
BT 232T Small Business Management . 3 BT 232T Small Business Management ......... 3 
Total 15 hrs. 
Arts/Humanities Elective (Suggested New Mexico 
Arts/Humanities Elective ........... 3 History) ........................... 3 
BT 265 or C&J 130, 221, or 225 ...... 3 BT 265T or C&J 130,221, or 225 ............. 3 
BT 100 Intro to Accounting . .. ...... E-7 MGT 222 Jnt,oduction to Marketing ....... . .. . 3 
BT 218 Business Law I ............. 3 BT 218T Business Law I ................... 3 
' 1 Entrepreneurism Emphasis: 
j\lJGT 101 Fund of Acct 1 ........ :--:7, J. MGT J 9 5 Entrepreneur ism .......... • . .. • • • • 3 
✓ OR 
BT 246 Intro to the Hospitality & Tourism Hospitalitv & Tourism Emphasis: 
Industry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 BT 246T Intro to the Hospitality & Tourism 
Industry ................................. 3 
Total 18 hrs. 
/~,., . 3 ECON 201 ................. ... • ~-- • :2. ECON 204 Intro to Econonncs .... • • • • • • • • · · · 
BT 211 Intro to Electronic Spreadsheets. 3 BT 211 T Introduction to Electronic Spreadsheets • 3 
BT 247T Intro to 1-Iotel & Rest Mgmtcf-::>J. BT 285T Survey of Desktop Communications • · · · 3 
BT 299T Co-op Work Exp ........... 3 BT 299T Co-op Work Exp. in area of emphasis .. 3 
Entrepreneurism Emphasis: 
BT 245T Free Market Econ .... . 6. .==?3. BT 231T Personnel A1anagement. • • · · · · · · · · · · · 3 
OR 
BT 248T Travel f!r. Tourism Marketing . 3 
-----· - ·-- Prooram Total 66 hrs. 
. i::, 
Hospitali.1):::_& Tourism Emphasis_: ,., 
BT 248T Travel & Tourism Marketing • • • • • • • • • 
Total 18 hrs. 
Program Total 66 hrs. 
99 
ib,r-a~EIPROGRAM CHANGE 
RMiC 
. ______.. 
Date: . 2/21 /97 
Richard Krouth 
(Name ol lndlvldual lnhiatlng curricular change lorrn) 
Deparbnent Chair, 863-7560 
{TIiie, podion, telephone number) 
Applied Technology Department 
(Oepertmenl/DMslorv'Program/Brench) 
Mark appropriate Program: 
CIP CODE 
A11lgned by 
A11oclete Provost 
for Academic Affalra 
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
Routing (All four copies) 
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary) 
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary) 
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary) 
4. College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
This form ls for Construction Technology 
Undergraduate Degree Program fix Name of New or Exlsllng Program 
l UO 
Graduate Degree Program O This program Is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog , 
(For existing degree only) on page(s) 55L56 g1 
M·~-;~;~~ri-;;;~;~~~~----·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- [ 
Degree AAS 
Type 
Major 
Minor 
Concentration 
Certificate 
Emphasis 
Department 
NEW: 
0 Undergraduate 
degree only 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
o· 
• See New Unhs policy Guidelines book 
available from the Provost's Office. 
REVISION OF: DELETION: NAME CHANGE: 
"' 
'! □ L D 
D ·. D D 
D D D 
D D D 
D D D 
D D D I 
.- #-~ 
■ :·□ D 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college 
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed. 
See attached. 
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). 
Several elective classes changed to required courses. 
library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) 
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted an~ attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) 
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement. 
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other dep~rtmental programs/branch campuses? Yes __ 
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department/brapch involved? NIA (attac;:h statement) 
Effective Date of Proposed Change: · FALL , .... 9~7.:...---
semester __,....,.__ Year · : -L,_-_ R~~i;;;-·,-·0epa·rim;r1tchciiri>erson·-"?c·7 - 7z-P 7;·-·-·-·-·-·~·-·-·-·-·oaie·=-·~·,-·-·-
s1gnatu,... ~... -
• Dean of Library Services (If necessary) ----------,~:::.._...,.,~--=--::.. ..... Date: -----:-,.._~'""-~._ ---~r-; 
CIRT(lfnecessary) ________ -r<"=-;-i'l:~1-:?fi{(!]j~-;;..if(?iw!jc-;._ 
College Curriculum Committee (If necessary) ,... 
College or School Faculty (If necessary) ---4'-,-. 
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction LJ~'.1t~__i~J#~~=----
FS Graduate Committee (l~a cabl~ 
FS Curricula Committee~,!l'.::~_'2-----=----------:;;;r---::-:;---::-:-
Assoc. Provost for Academlt airs.,( ~:___~:;__...::;;...x.1~~:--.-:---i.~ ... 
Faculty Senate (fJ,) 
-~ 
Ill 5· 
iii' 
3 
(I) 
-
-n 
0 
..... 
CJ) 
0 
::,· 
(I) 
a. 
!:. 
:r 
(0 
0 
m 3 
::, (1)0 
en 
ci, O 
a. z 
0 ~ 
Ill 
• ![ 
0 (() 
-
~ 
0 
-< 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE 
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
CURRENT PROGRAM 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences 
Behavioral Sciences/Math/Natural Sciences 
Communications 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY CORE 
CT 101T 
CT 110T 
CT 113T 
CT 115T 
CT 120T 
CT 121 T 
CT 130T 
CT 140T 
CT 175T 
ELECTIVES* 
Layout & Framing 
Concrete Block Construction 
OR 
Brick Construction 
Concrete Pouring & Finishing 
Principals of Electricity 
Electrical Wiring 
Design of Plumbing Systems 
Central Heating Systems 
Blueprint Reading 
TOT AL CREDIT HOURS 
6 
6 
6 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
16 
60 
PROPOSED PROGRAM 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences 
MATH 115 Technical Mathematics 
PSYCH 211 Applied Psychology 
Communications Elective 
ENGL 119 Technical Communications 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY CORE 
CT 101 T 
CT 110T 
Layout & Framing 
CT 113T 
CT 11ST 
CT 120T 
CT 120T 
CT 120T 
CT 140T 
CT 175T 
CP 101 
Concrete Block Construction 
Brick Construction 
Concrete Pouring & Finishing 
Principals of Electricity 
Principals of Electricity 
Principals of Electricity 
Central Heating Systems 
Blueprint Reading 
Intro to Computer Concepts 
OR 
DRAFT 115 AutoCAD Level I 
ELECTIVES* 
TOTAL CREDIT HOURS 
* Any course(s) relating to ,a planned course of study with approval of Applied Technology Chairperson. 
FOR /\DV I SEMl:NT: 
Ci;.11 I up < )tTicc 
C'ontact the Constru cti\)ll Tcchnolng) Prog ram 
6 
3 
3 
" 
., 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
u 
60 
- ....G.u..u.1. ~
(..·hris Chavc.:/ 
~..._ ... 
(505) 863-7560 
_ ,,n<.\ 7----A...:>-.,_~.-;;, ,._ 
Ramah Onice 
r b.a.l-n:.-..er...:.n.n.-
Dave Bond (505) 783-4790 
g...,.hur.-1 L.' ...-..oofh ,,nc\ e.-;;7_ ~~11 
. i;: 
'DEGRf-E/PROGRAM CHANGE 
F0RMC 
2/21/97 Dale: _______________ _ 
Karen T. Riehm 
(Name of individual initialing curricular change form) 
Lecturer , BMT Dept. 863-7511 
(Trtle, posijion, telephone number) 
Business Management & Tech Dept. 
(DepartmenVDivision/Program/Branch) 
Mark appropriate Program: 
Undergraduate Degree Program XQ 
CIP CODE 
Aaalgned by 
Associate Provost 
for Academic Affalra 
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
Routing (All four copies) 
1. Dean of library Services (if neccessary) 
2. GIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary) 
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary) 
4. College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
This form is for __ C_o_n_s_t_r_u_c_t1_· o_n __ T_e_c_h_n_i_-_B_u_s_1_· n_e:_s:_s.::_ __ 
Name of New or Existing Program 
Graduate Degree Program O This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog 
(For existing degree only) on page(s) 56 M;;k;~~~~;~-~;~~~~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·--·--·---.-_-_-_-._-._-._-. ___ , _____ ,_,_,_,_,_,_, ____ _ 
Degree AAS 
Type 
Major 
Minor 
Concentration 
Certificate 
Emphasis 
Department 
NEW: 
0 Undergraduate 
degree only 
0 
0 
0 
0 
D 
o· 
• See New Units policy Guideft,es book 
available from the Provost's Office. 
REVISION OF: 
xgx 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
■ 
DELETION: NAME CHANGE: 
0 D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
~ive exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college 
attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed. 
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). 
Several elective classes changed to required 
One elective course was deleted. 
courses. 
I 
I 
I 
~02 
m 
::, 
iD 
iil 
a. 
~ 
Ill 
a 
ii> 
3 
.~ 
m 
::, 
(D 
iil 
a. 
0 
Ill 
iii 
0 
!e. 
,, 
Q 
en 
0 
::r 
(1) 
a. 
!:. 
5 ' 
(0 
0 
::i: 
o' (1) 
0 
z 
~ 
. ..... . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
M 
0 
_,. 
Current Program 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences 
Behavioral Sciences/Math/Natural Sciences 
Communications 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 
SUGGESTED CONSTRUCTION TECH CORE 
CT IOIT, Layout & Framing 
CT I IOI, Concrete Block Construction OR 
CT I 13 T, Brick Construction 
CT 115T, Concrete Pouring & Finishing 
CT 120T, Principles of Electricity 
CT 130T, Design of Plumbing 
CT 140T. Central Heating Systems 
AT 160T. Auto Maintenance 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY CORE 
CP IO l Intro. to Computer Concepts 
BT IOOT. Intro. to Accounting 
BT 205T. Bus. Math through Elec. Calculators 
BT 218T. Business Law 
BT 235T. Records Management 
ELECTIVES 
Choose 6 credit hours from the following : 
BT l I 8T. Microcomput~r Keyboarding OR 3 
BT 11 IT. Beginning Typewriting 3 
BT l 161. Human Rdations 3 
BT l l 3T. Management : An Introduction 3 
BT 232T. Small Business Management 3 
CONSTRUCTION TECHNI-BUSINESS 
Proposed Program 
20 er/hr GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
6 Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences 
6 MATH 115 
PSYCH 211 Applied Technology 
6 Communications Elective 
ENG 119 Technical Communications 
2 Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 
21 SUGGESTED CONSTRUCTION TECH. CORE 
3 CT 101 T, Layout & Framing 
CT 11 OT, Concrete Block Construction OR 
3 CT 113T, Brick Construction 
3 CT 115T, Concrete Pouring & Finishing 
3 CT 120T, Principles of Electricity 
3 CT 1301. Design of Plumbing 
3 CT 140T. Central Heating Systems 
3 AT 160T. Auto Maintenance 
21 BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY CORE 
3 CP l 0 1 Intro. to Computer Concepts 
3 BT l00T, Intro. to Accounting 
3 BT 2051. Bus. Math through Elec. Calculators 
3 BT 2181, Business Law 
3 BT 235T. Records Management 
6 ELECTIVES 
62 
Choose 6 credit hours from the following : 
BT 118T, Microcomputer Keyboarding OR 3 
BT 116T. Human Relations 3 
BT 113T. Management: An Introduction 3 
BT 232T, Small Business Management 3 
20 er/hr 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
21 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
21 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
62 
·, 
.. ~. ... . Uc..ll~ 
, '·D(GRl!E/PROGRAM CHANGE 
FORM C 
Date:. __ _:2/_2_1_;_/_9_7 ________ _ 
Karen T. Riehm 
(Name of individual inttiatir.g curricular change form) 
Lecturer, BMT Dept. 863-7511 
(Trtle, posttion, telephone number) 
Business Management & Tech Dept. 
(DepartmenVDivision/Program/Branch) 
Mark appropriate Program: 
Undergraduate Degree Program Q 
CIP CODE 
A11fgned by 
A111oclate Provost 
for Academic Affairs 
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
Routing (All four copies) 
1. Dean of library Services (if neccessary) 
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary) 
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary) 
4. College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
This fonn is for __ W--=ec...:l=--=d--=i=-=n...:.,g.,___T=-=e-=c..:..:h..:..:n=-=i:.._--=B:....:u=s=-=1=· n:..:.e=-s=s ____ _ 
Name of New or Existing Program 
I 
it O 4 
I 
:n 
(I) 
0 
(I) 
<' (I) 
a. 
Graduate Degree Program O This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog 
(For existing degree only) on page(s) 79 ~ 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- m 1 Mark appropriate category ' ~ 
NEW: 
Degree AAS 
Major Type 
Minor 
Concentration 
Certificate 
Emphasis 
Department 
0 Undergraduate 
degree only 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
□· 
• See New Units policy Guidelines book 
available from the Provost's Office. 
REVISION OF: DELETION: NAME CHANGE: 
gx 0 0 
D D D 
0 D 0 
D D 0 
D 0 0 
0 0 0 
■ D 0 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college 
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed. 
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). 
Several elective classes changed to required 
One elective course was deleted. 
-~ 
Ill 
s· 
-
-, 
Ill 
3 
~ 
m 
::, 
m 
.., 
(I) 
a. 
0 
Ill 
D> 
0 
8 
~ 
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a. 
"Tl 
0 
.., 
(/) 
0 
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(I) 
a. 
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0 
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0 
z 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
::c 
m 
ll 
rr 
-~.; 
0 
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Current Program 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences 
Behavioral Sciences/Math/Natural Sciences 
Communications 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 
SUGGESTED WELDING TECH. CORE 
WT IOIT, Arc Welding 
WT 141T, MIG& TIGWelding 
WT l I0T, Oxyacetylene 
WT 251 T , Layout & Fabrication 
AT 160T, Auto Maintenance 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY CORE 
CP l 0 I Intro. to Computer Concepts 
BT IO0T, Intro. to Accounting 
BT 205T, Bus. Math through Elec. Calculators 
BT 218T, Business Law 
BT 23 5T, Records Management 
ELECTIVES 
Choose 6 credit hours from the following: 
BT 118T, Microcomputer Keyboarding OR 
BT 111 T , Beginning Typewriting 
BT 116T, Human Relations 
BT I 13T, Management: An Introduction 
BT 232T, Small Business Management 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
20 er/hr 
6 
6 
6 
2 
21 
6 
3 
6 
3 
3 
21 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
62 
WELDING TECHNI-BUSINE 
Proposed Program 
GENERAL EDUC/\ T ION REQUIREMENTS 
Arts'1-lumanities/Soc1al Sciences 
MATH 115 
PSYCH 211 Applied Technology 
Communications Elective 
ENG 119 Technical Communications 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 
SUGGESTED WELDING TECH. CORE 
WT l O l T. Arc Welding 
WT 141T, MIG & TIG Welding 
WT 11 OT, Oxyacetylene Welding 
WT 251 T , Layout & Fabrication 
AT 160T, Auto Maintenance 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY CORE 
CP 101 Intro. to Computer Concepts 
BT IO0T, Intro. to Accounting 
BT 205T, Bus. Math through Elec. Calculators 
BT 218T, Business Law 
BT 235T. Records Management 
ELECTIVES 
Choose 6 credit hours from the following: 
BT I 18T, Microcomputer Keyboarding OR 
BT 116T, Human Relations 
BT 113T, Management: An Introduction 
BT 232T. Small Business Management 
3 
3 
3 
3 
20 er/hr 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
21 
6 
3 
6 
3 
3 
21 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
62 
The University of New ~lcxirn 
l lN/\1 Tam 
115 C1, 1L· l' la1;1 Drnc 
1;u,,. Nc11 l\ ln1n1 87,'i7 J 
l'honL' (5051 7.'iX-7(1..JX 
l·AX l.'iO'i, 7MrM 0 
TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 
Kathleen Sena, Assistant Registrar 
UNM - Main Campus 
Patricia Berry, Division Head 
Taos Education Center 
10-06-97 
C & J Degree Program 
Enclosed you will find paperwork for the proposed Communication & Journalism degree 
program. Please note the changes which were suggested by the Curriculum Committee. 
Hope this suffices. Please be sure to let us know of any other suggested changes, if any. 
Thank you. 
10 6 
lJNM-TAOS EDUCATION CENTER 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE 
IN COMMUNICATION & JOURNALISM 
The Associate of Art Degree in Cunununication & Journalism is a degree program 
designed for students who wish to have marketable skills for the job market in a variety of 
areas - adve,tising, public relations, print or broadcast journalism, organizational 
communication, and others. The program is designed so that the student can earn a Minor 
in Communication as well as the AA in Communication and Journalism. It will also 
provide the basis for a major in Communication or Journalism and Mass Communication 
in a B.A. program. General Education requirements 35 credits, Communication 
requirements 6 credits, Electives 21 credits, for a total of 62 credits. 
General educutiu11 requirements: Credits 
£,,Klish: 
English IO l Composition I 
English l 02 Composition 11 
Math: 
Any lvfath course 11wnbereJ I 20 or above 
Science: (Any two) 
Biology 121-121 L Principles uf Biology & 
Biology l 22-l 22L Principles of Biology 
OR 
Biol 121-121 L Principles of Biology & 
E & PS 101/105L Physical Geology 
Sucial/Behavioru/ Science: (any three from the following) 
Econ I 05 Intro to Macroeconomics 
Pol Sci 200 American Politics 
Psych 105 General Psychology 
SoL: l 0 1 lntro<luction to Sociology 
Anth l 0 l Introduction to Anthropology 
Humanities/Fine Aris: (any three from the following) 
Hist l 0 l Western Civilization 
Phil 111 Humanities 
Engl 211 Topic in EngHsh Literature 
A11 H 202 History of Art 
General Education requirements total: 
,., 
.) 
.1 
6 
.1 
3 
4 
4 
4 
1 
8 
3 
3 
3 
3 
.1 
9 
3 
3 
3 
.1 
9 
35 
107 
( 'u1111111111icaliu11 RelJllire111c:11ts: 
C & J l O l Introduction to Communication 
C & J I 30- I 30L Public Speaking 
Communicutiun Requirement Total 
Electives: (choose seven ji·on, the following) 
C & J 125 Communication Across Cultures 
C & J 15 l WriLing for the Mass Media 
C & J 22 I I nterpersunal Communication 
C & J 232 Business & Professional Speaking 
C & J 253-255L Newspaper Practice & Lab 
C & J 261 News Photography & lab 
C & J 262 Radio/Television Perfomiance 
C & J 270 Communication for Teachers 
CT I 09L T Inlru to Desktop Publishing 
Ling 101 - Intro to the Study of Language 
Elective,\· Total 
Grand Total 
Credits 
3 
l 
6 
6 
3 
3 
3 
" .) 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
21 
62 
108 
pa 
' DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE 
FORMC 
03-04- 97 Date :. _________ ______ _ 
Dr. Augustine Mar ti nez 
(Name of individual initialing curricular change form) 
Director 
(Tille, posttion, telephone number) 
~M-Taos Education Cen t er 
(Depanment/Division/Program/Branch) 
Mark appropriate Program: 
Undergraduate Degree Program xocJ 
CIP CODE 
0 9 . 0 ·,. O ~~ 
Aaalgned by 
Associate Provost 
for Academic Affairs 
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
Routing (All four copies) 
1. Dean of library Services (if neccessary) 
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary) 
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary) 
4. College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
Thistormisfor Associate of Arts in Communication 
Name of New or Existing Program 
109 
:::0 
(D 
() 
(D 
I <' (D 
a. 
Graduate Degree Program O This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog 
(For existing degree only) on page(s) gi 
I -•- • - •-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•- •-·-•-·-·-·- •-·-·-•- •-•-•-•-·- m Mark appropriate category , g_ 
NEW: 
Degree Associate 
Major 
Type 
Minor 
Concentration 
Certificate 
Emphasis 
Department 
a ~ ndergraduate 
egree only 
D 
D 
D 
0 
0 
□· 
• See New Units policy Guidelines book 
available from the Provost's Office. 
REVISION OF: DELETION: NAME CHANGE: 
D D 0 
D D 0 
0 0 0 
D D D 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
■ 0 0 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college 
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed. 
Attached 
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). 
Attached 
library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) 
GIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) 
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement. 
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes__ No~ 
11 Yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved? _____ (attach statement) 
Effective Date of Proposed Change: Fa 11 1997 
- • _ Semester Year 
R ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- · - ·-·-·-equlred Department Chairperson ____________________ Date: _ _ _____ _ 
Signatures· 
· Dean of Library Services (If necessary) ________________ Date: _ ______ _ 
CIRT (If necessary)________________________ Date: _______ _ 
College Curriculum Committee (If necessary) ______________ Date: _____ __ _ 
College or School Faculty (If necessary) -FT- ~ ~ (\ ---L,_ Date: 
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction :M-\A-f\~Y (~1.. Date: "3 - LU ~l ) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
m 
:::, 
m 
.., 
(D 
a. 
0 
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cii 
0 
!9-
'Tl 
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(D 
a. 
~ 
5' 
<O 
0 
:::i: 
o' (D 
0 
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~ 
FS Curricula Committee ~ ~ Date.~ _ l '-t= .: .... . ... . . FS Graduate Committee ?li~abl Date'. ·5"! /r? . 
Assoc. Provost for Academic Affai=--~~ IZ i..iu;;;;;;, Date: S-/2.7 67 
Faculty Senate ® Date: . ·: .. n:. . . . -~, . "'"!"'1-- .. ... · .. 
. 
. . · .. · .. · .. . ~. · .. :. :. :_:~ 
UNM-TAOS EDUCATION CENTER 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE 
IN COMMUNICATION & JOURNALISM 
The Associate of Art Degree in Communication & Journalism is a degree program 
designed for students who wish to have marketable skills for the job market in a variety of 
areas - advertising, public relations, print or broadcast journalism, organizational 
communication, and others. The program is designed so that the student can earn a Minor 
in Communication as well as the AA in Communication and Journalism. It will also 
provide the basis for a major in Communication or Journalism and Mass Communication 
in a B.A. program. General Education requirements 35 credits, Communication 
requirements 6 credits, Electives 21 credits, for a total of 62 credits. 
General education requirments: Credits 
English: 
English IO 1 Composition I 
English 102 Composition II 
Math: 
One math course from the following 
Math 121 College Algebra I l I 
Other College-level Mathematics ~~ ~ 7 
3 
1 
6 
IV ([\J ,.._ ~lf\,s_,.f 
'i' 
110 
Science: (Any two) 
Biology 121-121L Principles of Biology 
Biology l 22-122L Principles of Biology 
E & PS 101-105L Physical Geology 
: )\ tL, 7 L 1 ~o _ "~ 
8 ,\,lf~<Yl--
Social/Behavioral Science: (any three from the following) 
Econ 105 Intro to Macroeconomics 
Pol Sci 200 American Politics 
Psych I 05 General Psychology 
Soc IO 1 Introduction to Sociology 
Anth IO I Introduction to Anthropology 
Humanities/Fine Arts: (any three from the following) 
Hist I 01 Western Civilization 
Phil 111 Humanities 
Engl 211 Topic in English Literature 
Art H 202 History of Art 
General Education requirments total: 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
9 
3 
3 
3 
1 
9 
35 
Blo",( \ 1.l ct.. ; 
• 
Communication Requirements: 
C & J 101 Introduction to Communication 
C & J l 30-l 30L Public Speaking 
Communication Requirement Total 
Electives: (choose seven from the following) 
C & J 125 Communication Across Cultures 
C & J 151 Writing for the Mass Media 
C & J 221 Interpersonal Communication 
C & J 232 Business & Professional Speaking 
C & J 253-255L Newspaper Practice & Lab 
C & J 261 News Photography & lab 
C & J 262 Radioffelevision Performance 
C & J 270 Communication for Teachers 
C T 109L T Intro to Desktop Publishing 
Ling 101 - Intro to the Study of Language 
Electives total 
Grand Total 
Credits 
3 
1 
6 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
21 
lt,2 
111 
lhl' I ni, l'r~ity of '\ l' '' \ lnirn 
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1-i!l~I ~r -~ 1(), 
Augustine Martinez 
Taos Education Center 
UNM 
115 Civic Plaza Drive 
Taos, NM 87571 
Dear Augustine: 
February 14, 1997 
I am enthusiastic about the planned AA Program in Communication that Katherine Cordova 
and I have drafted for implementation at the Taos Education Center, and I expect (1) that this 
program will be attractive to students in the Taos area, and (2) that it will fill a useful 
function, both for individuals who wish to seek employment in such fields as the mass 
media, public relations, as teaching assistants/aides, and related communication positions, 
and also for individuals who will continue with their education for a BA degree in 
Communication, or Journalism and Mass Communication. 
I am impressed that the Taos Education Center offers 21 credits of courses (7 courses) for 
the AA degree in Communication. In the near future, I expect that additional courses like 
C&J 151, Writing Mass Media I; C&J 262, Broadcasting Performance; and perhaps others 
may be offered at Taos, thus providing an AA student with further alternatives in selecting 
their 21 credit-hours. 
- The AA program at Taos also fits with the new MA degree program in Communication that 
we are offering, beginning this year, at UNM North. 
I look forward to working with you and your staff on next steps. 
Cordially, 
y 
Everett M. Rogers 
Professor and Chair 
EMR:dmo 
130941.ltr 
(jjJ 
112 
TAOS LOCAL TELEVISION 
PUBLIC ACCESS 
CHANNEL2 
To Whom It May Concern, 
113 
This is a letter of support for a proposed Associate of Arts Degree for the Universi~ of New 
Mexico - Taos. Kathy Cordova, a Communications and Journalism Instructor for UNM - Taos, is 
proposing a new degree program for the extension campus in communications. As a provider of 
Public Access television in Taos, we at Taos Local Television fully support the need for training in 
communications at UNM Taos. We are willing and able to supply resources and equipment with 
UNM in partnership to see that this new degree program receives support in this training. As 
telecommunications becomes a priority in our society, we believe this program would give the 
students and community of Northern New Mexico a great step toward a competitive edge in this 
ever expanding field. 
If you have any questions or need further information from us here at Taos Local Television, 
please do not hesitate to contact us. Thank you for your time and consideration. 
Sincerely, 
. i (0 /J / ·,.,-/ / :/ I~ fi / I 
.. · ') 67///J,(,, / . ;/?4~/1 
Ronald J. Usherwood 
Station Manager 
Taos Local Television 
Public Access 
Channel2 
Taos Local Television Public Access Channel 2 4595 NDCBU 114 Civic Plaza Drive Taos, NM 87571 (505) 751 -1222 
@ 
TAOS 
PRESS 
WOMEN 
March l 0, 1997 
Ms. Pat Berry 
Curriculum Committee Co-Chair 
UNM-Taos 
115 Civic Plaza Drive 
Taos, New Mexico 87571 
Dear Pat: 
I recently learned UNM-Taos is considering the creation of an Associate of Arts degree in 
Communications. As the president of the Taos Press Club, a group specializing in this 
field, I thoroughly applaud this effort. 
Members of the Taos Press Club enjoy employment in some of the following careers: 
advertising, marketing, editing, education, freelance, graphics, photography, public 
relations, production, broadcast, writing and many other areas. Although I cannot speak 
for individual organization members, I imagine that professionals in the field will also 
approve of this venture. Perhaps some of our membership will also express their interest 
by volunteering to sponsor a student interested in an internship/practicum as a class. This, 
of course, must be negotiated with UNM-Taos personnel at a later date. 
Our organimtion recently voted to sponsor two UNM-Taos students, Katie Mares and 
Rebecca Phillipe. We paid their annual membership fees for the New Mexico Press 
Women and National Federation of Press Women. Also, one of the instructors in your 
Communications program, Kathryn Cordova, is a member of Taos Press Club and vice 
president of the state affiliate (New Mexico Press Women). She assures me that she will 
continue to involve her students in our professional organization. 
We of the Taos Press Club look forward to possible future affiliation with some of the 
students enrolling in the Communications program. 
Best regards, 
C1u-cdv ~----
Carole Summers 
President 
114 
Taos Literacy Program: Taos Adult Learning Center 
114 Civic Plaza Drive 
Taos, New Mexico 87571 
(505) 758-8664 
March 12, 1997 
TO: Curriculwn Committee 
UNM Taos 
FR: Carmen D. Medina, Literacy Coordinator~ 
Taos Public Library 
RE: Associate Degree for Taos 
This letter is in support of an Associates of Arts Degree in Communications. 
A Communication's Degree would help students other classes. Being able to 
communicate well in English will build confidence and the ability to succeed. 
Thank you for your consideration. 
11 5 
Frederick A. Peralta, Mayor 
Councilmembers: 
Taos Municipal Building 
400 Camino de la Placita 
Bobby F. Duran 
Frank J. Cruz 
Erlinda S. Gonzales 
Meliton Struck 
Taos, New Mexico 87571 
(505) 751-2000 
Fax: (505) 751-2026 
Gustavo Cordova, Town Manager 
.· !'Jarch 17, 1997 
~ . 
' ; ' 
i Patricia Berry 
,. .., <I \ ~ 
;. Co'-Cliair -UNM-Taos 
,,. ,· , . 
~ Curriculum Committee 
i i {5_'. Ci~ic Plaza.Drive 
:Taos;':NM 87571 
Dear Ms. Berry: 
• 
. ' .. 
Ids my understanding that· UNM-:.Taos is considering the addition of an Associate of Arts 
degree in Communications to 1t~ 2u¢culum. I would like to express my support for such 
a program. 
Written and oral communications;skills are essential in today's competitive job market 
ancl for the professional development of employees. Those who fail to sharpen their 
communication skills, simply fali 'behind in their c◊mpetitiveness. 
, 
An Associate degree program will enable students from throughout Taos County to 
pursue the necessary· course work in· this critical area. I commend you for your efforts to 
advance this program as part ofUNM-Taos. 
/1 
.. / 
,/ 
; 
Cc: Kathy Cordova 
l l 6 
;,om: Karen o. Cantou U-Cantou Enterpris es Fax : 505-758-1427 Voice : 505-758-1427 To: Kathy Cordova Page 2 or2 Wednesday, April 02, 1997 2:55:41 PM 
larch 24, 1997 
Patricia B~n-y 
UNM Taos 
115 Civic Plaza Drive 
Taos, NM 87571 
Dear Patricia, 
I have recently learned that the Taos Branch of the University of New .Mexico is 
considering adding an Associates Degree in Communications to its curriculum. 
I am writing this letter to support the addition of this program. While I am not sure of the 
criteria used to measure a programs success, I believe this is a degree that has the potential 
to benefit all area sh1dents. 
I say this because whether a student is interested in nursing, electronics, business or 
teaching, that student must still possess the ability to communicate. Validation of this 
statement can be found in the classified ads section of any newspapers under application 
requirements. 
The University has already employed -highly competent and qualified staff to teach the 
current communications curriculum. However, I believe there are several other area 
Journalists and Communicators who are both willing and able to lend their expertise to 
enhance this curriculum in the areas of broadcast, print and through internships. 
I will do whatever is necessary to advocate community support of this program. 
Sincerely, 
Karen D. Cantou 
Journalist 
Former UNM - Albq. , Journalism Student 
.t 1 7 
March 13 , 1 9 9 7 
Kathryn Cordova 
Communication and Journalism Instructor 
University of New Mexico - Taos 
115 Civic Plaza Drive 
Taos, New Mexico 87571 
RE: Your memorandum on proposed Associate of Arts degree for UNM - Taos 
Dear Kathy: 
118 
I read through your proposal and the course descriptions for the associate 
degree program. As a potential employer for graduates of such a program I would 
like to lend the support of The Taos News to your effort. 
Obviously The Taos News has need for qualified writers/reporters, photographers, 
advertising sales and marketing people, as well as qualified workers in other 
areas of expertise. 
Often we have to go outside the community to find qualified applicants to fill 
our positions. A program of study such as you are proposing would provide an 
opportunity for local students to learn skills and increase their knowledge in 
areas that could help them find local employment. 
Having a better educated local workforce to draw upon would help not only The 
Taos News, but other local businesses, hire more people from the Taos area. 
Sincerely yours, 
~~ws 
Publisher 
cc: file 
@ 
ew mexico 
'ess women 
JANALISM 
)ADCASTING 
ILIC RELATIONS 
VEATISING 
lTOGRAPHY 
,PHIC ARTS 
TING 
March 25, 1997 
Patricia Berry, co-chair 
Curriculum Committee 
UNM-Taos 
115 civic Plaza Drive 
Taos, NM 87591 
Dear Ms. Berry, 
119 
I am writing this letter on behalf of New Mexico Press 
Women to express support for the proposal to initiate an 
Associate of Arts Degree in Communication & Journalism at 
the UNM-Taos campus. 
our state vice president, Kathryn Cordova, has filled me 
in on the proposed degree program and of interest in the 
program on the part of students. 
New Mexico Press Women is an organization of working 
journalists, publishers of small newspapers, freelance 
writers, photographers, graphic artists and public 
relations practitioners, most of whom started out in 
journalism. A strong component of our mission is to 
support young journalists and communications education. 
Among other activities, we hold an annual state and 
national high school journalism contest and annually 
award a college journalism scholarship. 
we support the UNM-Taos proposal because of the 
opportunities it would offer potential journalists in 
northern New Mexico. It could steer into journalism 
students who might be interested in communication, but 
who might choose another field because they do not have 
the means to head to Albuquerque right after graduation. 
By getting a head start on a B.A. degree at home, more 
students might be encouraged to eventually come to UNM at 
Albuquerque to complete requirements toward it. 
Please let us know if there is anything we can do to help 
you in this effort. 
Sincerely, 
Denise Tessier 
President 
NMPW 
p 
120 
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DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE 
FORMC 
Date:_0_3_-0_4_-_9_7 ___ ___;0111.Jr..,!_r \=-=-Cc._O_r_1_r\\;. f.\;.G\8{rc~DE 
_D_r_. _A_u..,._gu_s_t_i_n_e_M_a_r_t_i_n_e_z __ s_o_i;-_-.:!'1~5& -1h~.O104 
(Name of individual initiating curricular change form) Assigned by 
Associate Provost 
Di re C to r f ~""'° ,-~ for Academic Affairs 
(Trtle, position, telephone number) ~ 
UNM-Taos Education Center 
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
Routing {All four copies) 
1. Dean of Library Services {if neccessary) 
2. GIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), {if recessary) 
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary) 
4. College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable) 
, 7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
(Department/Division/Program/Branch) 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
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RATIONALE FOR A NEW AND A REVISED DEGREE PROGRAM IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
Presently, UNM-Taos Education Center offers the same Associate of Applied Science 
Degree and Certificate Program in Criminal Justice as UNM-Gallup. Programs which are 
primarily designed for students who wish to go into law enforcement, such as police work 
or corrections. However, over the past couple of years, experience has taught us that, 
infact, there have been very few students enrolled in the Criminal Justice Program at 
UNM-Taos who want to go into law enforcement. Furthermore, even less local police 
officers have enrolled in the degree program at UNM-Taos during this time. 
Last fall, the Coordinator of the Criminal Justice Program at UNM-Taos established a 
Criminal Justice Advisory Board comprised of experts actively involved in criminal justice 
issues in the Taos community. Consequently, as a result of our community discussions 
and consensus, UNM-Taos proposes to replace the two existing criminal justice programs 
with a new degree program and a revised program. These programs are designed to 
better meet the needs of students and their communities in the field of criminal justice, as 
follows: 
Associate of Arts Degree in Criminal Justice: This new program is a professional 
academic degreed program which will meet the needs of students who wish to transfer to 
a four-year college or University for a bachelor's degree in Criminal Justice or a related 
field. 
Associate of Applied Science in Community Justice: This is a revised program which 
is designed for students who wish to go to work in his/her community directly upon 
receiving their two year degree. This program will give students both an academic 
background in criminal justice and the practical skills in human services needed to work 
with the community agencies involved in criminal justice issues. This program also 
includes Student Internships, an important component for students desiring jobs with 
agencies in their own communities. This is a vocational-oriented degree program. 
Students enrolled in the existing AAS degree program may either finish the program they 
are in or transfer to one of the other degree programs. 
In addition to better meeting the needs of students interested in criminal justice careers, 
another important purpose of these degree programs is to get people more involved in the 
criminal justice issues in their communities. In accordance with this goal, we hope to 
obtain grant monies in the near future, through the UNM Foundation, to establish a 
Community Justice Project, which will enable us to hold _public forums and workshops to 
better educate the community at large as to the important criminal justice issues facing 
New Mexico, in general, and Northern New Mexico, in particular. 
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University of New Mexico-Taos 
Associate of Arts Degree in Criminal Justice 
Required Courses Credits 
English: 
Engl 101 Comp I: Exposition 3 
Engl 102 Comp II: Analysis & Argument 3. 
Total 6 
Communication & Journalism: 
C & J 130 Public Speaking '_1 
Total 3 . 
Mathematics: 
Math 120 Intermediate Algebra _3_ 
Total 3 
Science: ( choose two from the following) 
Biol 121-121L Principles ofBiology/Lab 4 
Biol 122-122L Principles ofBiology/Lab 4 
Chem 105 & 107L Chemistry Non-Tech. Major/Lab 4 
E&PS 101 & 105L Physical Geology/Lab 4 
Physcs 102 & 112L Intro to Physics/Lab _4_ 
Total 8 
Social & Behavioral Sciences: ( choose two OR three from the following) 
Psych 105 General Psychology 3 
Soc 101 Intro to Sociology 3 
Pol Sci 110 The Political World 3 
Anth 101 Intro to Anthropology 3 
Econ 204 Origins & Develop. of Economic Ideas 1 
Total 6-9 
Humanities: ( choose two OR three from the following) 
Hist 101 Western Civiliz.ation 3 
Hist 102 Western Civiliz.ation 3 
Hist 161 History of the U.S. 3 
Hist 162 History of the U.S. 3 
Phil 10 I Intro to Philosophy -1 
Total 6-9 
I 
• 
Fine Arts: ( choose one from the following) 
ANY Art History 101 or above 3 
ANY Art Studio 101 or above 3 
ANY Dance 101 or above 3 
ANY Thea 101 or above 1 
Total 3 
General Education Requirements: 35 
Criminal Justice Requirements: 
Crim J 101 T Intro to Criminal Justice 3 
Crim J 102T Intro to Corrections 3 
Crim J 103T Criminal Justice & Community Relations 3 
Crim J 104T Computer Applications in Criminal Justice 3 
Crim J 105T Juvenile Justice System 3 
Crim J 106T Overview of Criminal Law & Procedure 3 
Crim J 107T Women, Children & Crime 3 
Crim J 110T Conflict Resolution & Counseling Skills 3 
Crim J 111 T Criminology 3 
Crim J 112T Restorative Justice 3 
Crim J 113 T Written & Interpersonal Communication Skills --1 
Criminal Justice Requirements 33 
Grand Total Required Credits 68 
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University of New Mexico-Taos 
Criminal Justice Program Course Descriptions 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE CORE CLASSES 
CRIM J 101T Introduction to Criminal Justice: An introductory course in the history and 
philosophy of the U.S. Criminal Justice system. The legislative and constitutional framework of 
the system is covered, and each of the major components (the police, courts, corrections, and 
industrial security) is examined. 
CRIM J 102T Introduction to Corrections: A study of the history, philosophy, legal issues, 
research and models of the corrections system and the impact of the system and on prisoners and 
society. The corrections process, the rights of the convicted criminal and correctional systems and 
their administration are also explored. In addition, this course covers probation, parole, 
community corrections and other alternative sentencing programs. 
CRIM J 103T Criminal Justice and Community Relations: A study of the relationship 
between the criminal justice system and the community. Concepts in interpersonal 
communications, stress management, personal prejudices, community influences, media relations 
and crime prevention are explored. This course will also identify agencies n the community 
involved in criminal justice issues. 
CRIM J 104T Computer Applications in Criminal Justice: This course provides criminal 
justice students and professionals with the skills to use computers in criminal investigations, 
research and communications with other law enforcement and criminal justice professionals. This 
course also provides and introduction to see ways criminals can use computers to commit crimes 
and hackers can contaminate computers. 
CRIM J 105T Juvenile Justice System: A study of the juvenile justice system, with particular 
emphasis on new Mexico: history of the juvenile court; juvenile court practices and procedures; 
neglect; dependency and delinquency; jurisdiction of the court; and the roles of the police officer, 
the juvenile correctional officer, social service worker and other human service workers in the 
juvenile justice system. This course will also explore alternative juvenile justice programs that 
have proven successful around the country. 
CRIM J 106T Overview of Criminal Law and Procedure: An introductory study of the 
philosophy, development and social basis of U.S. and New Mexico criminal law and constituti~nal 
procedure. Topics include an overview of the classification of crime, the elements of and parties 
to a crime, defenses, pertinent principles of evidence, laws of arrest and search and seizure and 
their application in the legal process. 
CRIM J 107T Women, Children and Crime: This course examines the roles that women and 
children play in the criminal justice system including their roles as victims of crime, offen?ers and 
players in the system. This course is also designed to help students develop better analytical and 
communication skills. 
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CRIM J llOT Conflict Resolution and Counseling Skills: This course will cover the principles 
of mediation, negotiation, and conflict resolution. Practical application of the necessary 
counseling skills required for effective mediation, crisis intervention and conflict resolution will be 
presented and practiced. Criminal conflict resolution will be presented and practiced. Criminal 
justice students and police officers will learn to do information gathering and diffuse highly 
charged situations such as domestic violence and child abuse scenarios. 
CRIM 111 T Criminology: An interdisciplinary study of the major types of criminal behavior, 
factors which contribute to the production of criminality and delinquency; methods used in dealing 
with violators, crime statistics, theories of crime. This course will also explore the "Criminology 
as Peacemaking" movement. 
CRIM 112T Restorative Justice: This course will explore restorative and transformative justice 
concepts as opposed to retributive justice, which is what mostly directs our current criminal 
justice system and philosophy. Restorative justice looks at restoring wholeness to the victim and 
responsibility to the offender and transformative justice sees crime as an opportunity to find 
healing for both the victim and offender. 
CRIM 113T Written and Interpersonal Communication Skills: This advanced course is 
designed to help the graduating criminal justice student improve his or her oral and written 
communication skills, including improving a student's ability to complete the reports and forms 
commonly used in the criminal justice system. (Prereq. Eng. 101, 102 and Crim J 130) 
CRIM J 199 Internships: Internships with community agencies will give students the 
opportunity to gain practical experience in the criminal justice field. 
CRIM J 293T Topic: Criminal Justice Careers and Trends: This one credit hour course is 
designed to give students an overview of careers available in the criminal justice field and an 
introduction to the community agencies which are involved in criminal justice issues. This course 
will include guest lecturers - experts in the criminal justice field - on a regular basis. (C/NC) 
@ 
ELECTIVES 
CRIM J 120T Weaponless Defense Tactics: this course teaches physical control of criminal 
suspects and self-defense tactics. 
CRIM J 121 T Community Policing: This course will give students an law enforcement 
professionals of community policing concepts and practices. 
CRIM J 122T The Study of Gangs: In this community interest course, students will discuss and 
do research on: gang types; why gangs exist; why youths join gangs; entering the gang world; 
gang characteristics, communications and activities and law enforcement/school concerns. 
CRIM J 123T Tribal Courts: This course is designed to give students an overview of tribal 
court criminal and civil justice systems and jurisdiction, with particular emphasis on New Mexico 
tribes. 
CRIM J 124T Criminal Investigations: This advanced course is designed to give students and 
overview of the entire field of criminal investigations. 
CRIM J 125T Criminalistic: This advanced course is designed to give students an overview of 
forensic methods and techniques. 
· CRIM J 126T Theory and Practices in Management & Supervision: This course is designed 
to give student and understanding of management and supervision theories and practices in law 
enforcement and other criminal justice agencies. 
CRIM J 127T Constitutional Rights of Citizens: This course will give criminal justice students 
and other interested students and overview of their U.S. and New Mexico constitutional and civil 
rights. 
CRIM J 293T Topics in Criminal Justice: A heading for other special course offerings, 
seminars and workshops in various areas of criminal justice electives, as needed. 
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MASTER CALENDAR FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE CORE COURSES 
After the · l997-98 academic year, all of the following core 
courses will be offered once a year in Fall or Spring as 
indicated: 
CJ 101T 
CJ 102T 
CJ . 103T 
CJ 293T 
CJ 104T 
CJ 105T 
CJ 106T 
CJ 107 T 
CJ ll OT 
CJ lllT 
CJ 112T 
CJ 113T 
Intro t6 Criminal Justice 
Intro to Corrections 
Criminal Justice and Community Relations 
Topic: Criminal Justice Careers and Trends 
Computer Applications in Criminal Justice 
(prereq: computer proficiency) 
Juvenile Justice System 
Overview of Criminal Law & Procedure 
Women, Children and Crime 
Conflict Resolution and Counseling Skills 
Criminology (prereq. CJ 101T) 
Restorative Justice 
F 1997 
F 1997 
F 1997 
F 1997 
S 1998 
S 1998 
S 1998 
S 1998 
F 1998 
F 1998 
F 1998 
Written & Interpersonal Communication Skills S 1999 
(prereq. Eng. 101, 102 and C&J 130) 
CJ 199T Internships F & S 
The following Criminal Justice Electives will be offered as 
needed, normally at least once every two years, beginning with 
the Fall 1998 semester: 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
C,J 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
120T 
121T 
122T 
123T 
124T 
12 5T 
126T 
127T 
Weaponless Defense Tactics 
Community Policing 
The Study of Gangs 
Tribal Courts 
Criminal Investigations 
Criminalistics 
Theory & Practices in Management and Supervision 
Constitutional Rights of Citizens 
Other Criminal Justice Electives will be offered on an as-needed 
basis. 
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MEMORANDUM 
To Senate Graduate Committee Curriculum Sub-Committee 
129 
April 14, 1997 
From : Thomas Hagstrom, Mathematics and Statistics ~S ~J / ~-1'-----
Subj : Form C - Certificate in Scientific and Engineering Computation 
In response to the concerns raised in your April 11 memo: 
1. The additional three hours required are the three hours associated with the advanced 
computation project. A degree student would take some number of hours of dissertation 
work, which is not counted towards the certificate. We want to make sure that associated 
faculty supervising projects for post-degree SEC students are credited with the generation 
of some extra credit hours. Therefore, the post-degree students will be required to take the 
standard 15 hours of coursework, as any Ph.D. student would, with the project credit hours 
in addition. 
2. We were unaware of the rules disallowing the use of hours from a previous degree. We 
have deleted all references to credit transfer. 
3. We still want to allow non-degree status for students' convenience. However, we have 
added language to the proposed catalogue listing pointing out to students that they need 
to be admitted to a participating department if they want the certificate posted to their 
transcript. 
Thank you for your prompt consideration of our request. 
ADDENDUM TO FORM C 
A Proposal for a Post-Degree Option _ in the Scientific and 
Engineering Computation (SEC) Certificate Program 
1. Purpose and Rationale for the Post-Degree Option 
1 
The Scientific and Engineering Computation Program (SEC) at the University of New Mex-
ico (UNM) is an interdisciplinary graduate certificate program aimed at promoting advanced 
research in the computational sciences, including applications, algorithms, and architectures. 
The SEC certificate can now be earned as part of an advanced degree program in any one 
of the participating departments. It is proposed to establish a post-degree certificate that 
can be earned independently by those who already have advanced degrees. We believe that 
in so doing we will be providing a valuable service to experienced scientists and engineers, 
allowing them to develop or enhance their ability to effectively use high-performance com-
puting in their disciplines. We note that the course requirements are essentially equivalent 
to the requirements for the Ph.D. with SEC Certificate. 
2. Proposed Post-Degree Program 
Admission: 
Students applying for admission to the program should have a Master's or Doctor's degree in 
a mathematical, scientific or engineering discipline. The SEC Admissions and Financial Aid 
Committee will review the application materials of each student and make a recommenda-
tion to the Executive Committee for final approval. Admission is based on academic record 
and letters of recommendation. 
Curriculum: 
The post-degree SEC certificate program requires the two course sequence CS /Math 4 71 , 
Introduction to Scientific Computing, and CS442/EECE432, Introduction to Parallel Pro-
cessing. The program requires an additional nine credit hours of courses from the approved 
list of SEC electives. Finally, the program requires completion of an advanced computation 
project (minimum of 3 credit hours), under the direction of one of the Associated Faculty, 
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2 
and presen~ed upon co~pletion at an open forum. The SEC Executive Committee will verify 
that a certificate candidate has met all program requirements and will provide the Dean of 
Graduate Studies a list of candidates they recommend be awarded the certificate. 
Course substitutions: 
Students may petition the Program Committee to substit~te a cou~se ( of an equivalent num-
ber of credit hours) for any of the courses of the approved curriculum. 
3. Proposed Effective Date: Summer 1997 
4. Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications 
We anticipate no additional costs resulting from the introduction of this post-degree 
option. 
5. Proposed Catalogue Listing 
Changes to the current listing are indicated by boldface. 
SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING COMPUTATION CERTIFICATE 
The Scientific and Engineering Computation (SEC) certificate program is an interdis-
ciplinary graduate program open to students in the following participating departments: 
Biology, Chemical and Nuclear Engineering, Chemistry, Civil Engineering, Computer Sci-
ence, Earth and Planetary Sciences, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Mathematics, 
Mechanical Engineering, Physics and Astronomy, and Psychology. It is also open to 
students who already have a graduate degree in a mathematical, scientific or en-
gineering discipline. Its purpose is to prepare students to effectively use high-performance 
computing within their discipline. 
A Master's or Ph.D. degree with a certificate in scientific and engineering computation 
is a degree in one of the participating departments. To complete the SEC program with 
degree students must: 
• Complete all degree requirements of their home department. 
• Complete the two course sequence CS/Math 471 (Introduction to Scientific Computing) 
and CS 442/EECE 432 (Introduction to Parallel Processing). 
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3 
• Master's Students: In addition to the two course sequence, complete 6 hours from the 
approved list of SEC electives or 3 hours from the approved list of SEC electives and 
a thesis. 
• Ph.D. Students: In addition to the two course sequence, complete 9 hours from the 
approved list of SEC electives, at least one of which· is listed outside the home depart-
~~- . 
• At least one faculty member from the Associated Faculty list must be on a student's 
Master's or Ph.D. committee, and any thesis must contain a significant computational 
component. 
• SEC students from the Computer Science Department will be required to complete 
at least 2 SEC electives in an application area, or, for Master's students electing the 
thesis option, the one SEC elective must be in an application area and the thesis must 
have a significant applied computing component. 
To complete the post-degree SEC program students must: 
• Complete the two course sequence CS/Math 471 /(Introduction to Scientific 
Computing) and CS 442/EECE 432 (Introduction to Parallel Processing). 
• In addition to the two course sequence, complete 9 hours from the approved 
list of SEC electives. 
• Complete an advanced computation project (minimum of 3 credit hours), 
under the direction of one of the associated faculty, and present it at an 
open forum. 
Admission to the SEC program is based on academic record and letters of recommen-
dation. GRE scores may also be considered for students in a degree program. 
Prerequisites for admittance into the SEC program in addition to a bachelor's degree are: 
• For the certificate with degree, admission to a participating department. For 
post-degree SEC students, a graduate degree in a mathematical, scientific, 
or engineering discipline and official enrollment at UNM. (Non-degree sta-
tus is acceptable. However, for the certificate to be posted on the tran-
script, a student must be admitted to a parti~ipating department. Consult 
the bulletin for information about post-master's -· ~ ·_ .. ~ 1 .• status.) 
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• One year of general college physics or chemistry. 
• One year of differential/integral calculus, a course in multivariable calculus, a course 
in differential equations, and a course in linear algebra. L 
• A course in computer programming (either FORTRAN, C, or c++ f: equivalent 
experience. It is required that a second course on the level of CS 251~ c:·mpleted, or 
equivalent experience demonstrated, as prerequisite to CS 442/EECE 432. 
Students may petition the Program Committee to substitute a course ( of 
an equivalent number of credit hours) for any of the courses of the approved 
curriculum. 
Detailed information about the SEC program, including current lists of approved electives 
and associated faculty, may be obtained over the internet at http://www.arc.unm.edu 
or by writing to: Scientific and Engineering Computation Program, University 
of New Mexico, HPCERC, Galles Building, 1601 Central NE, Albuquerque, NM 
87131. 
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M.A. in Portuguese or Spanish 
Prerequisite for entrance into the M.A. program is an undergraduate Spanish or 
Portuguese major of 30 semester hours in courses numbered above 300, or the 
equivalent. The M.A. in Spanish and Portuguese at the University of New Mexico 
has four areas of concentration: Hispanic literature, Hispanic linguistics, Southwest 
Hispanic studies and Portuguese. All students must choose a major and a minor 
area from this group. The option of a double major also exists. ~ -Kt_ ~~ ~ ~. 
The M.A. is offered under Plan I (thesis) and Plan II (course work only). Plan I t~"1 
requires a minimum of 27 hours of course work and a thesis. Plan II requires 33 
hours of course work. Under Plan I, a thesis proposal must be submitted to the s~~ ~t.~~ 
student's thesis committee no later than the beginning of the fourth semester of 
study, when the student will register for 6 hours of thesis credit. Under both plans 
students take comprehensive examinations a the end of their course work 
(minimum semester hour requirements for TAs under both plans are 9, 9, 9, 6). All 
course work must be at the 500 level or above, with the exception of Span 423 
(Cervantes' Quijote), Span 438 (Mexican literature), and Span 450 (Spanish 
Mysticism). All candidates must complete one year (6 semester hours) of 
university-level study of a foreign language other than the one being studied in the 
degree program. This requirement can be met through coursework done as part of 
the B.A. This is in addition to the 33 hours of regular graduate course work. 
@ 
Jackie, 
According to the Spanish and Portuguese chair the course rk distribution for the revised double 
major or major minor is as follows: 
Plan I (thesis) Total hrs. required= 33 (27 cour work+ 6 thesis) 
Double Major 12 hrs. coursework in e h area+ 3 hrs linguistics 
Major/Minor 15 hrs. in major/6 hr . m minor + 3 hrs linguistics and 3 hrs. elective 
Plan II (non-thesis) Total hrs. requir - 33 coursework · 
Double Major 15 hrs. cour work in each area + 3 hrs. linguistics 
Major/Minor 18 hrs. · ajor/9 hrs. in minor + 3 hrs. in linguistics and 3 hrs. elective 
The changes are strictly in mal to the program and will not affect total number of hours or core 
courses for the MA in S anish and Portuguese. 
Mariana 
® 
. -
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications 
No budgetary implications or change of faculty loads. 
Long-range planning statement 
This degree modification is the implementation of the self study and 
outside evaluation recommendations. 
@ 
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EXCELLENCE IN HIGHER EDUCATION RESOLUTION 
OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
138 
WI I EREAS, we have acccplcd appoinlmcnls lo lhc Board of Regen ls of lhc I Jnivcrsilv of New Mexico because of 
our belief in and our commitment lo Lhc imporlancc of higher education and the value U1at it aJds lo the economic and 
social hcallh of the citizens of New Mexico: and 
WHEREAS, we arc proud that the University of New Mexico, including its branches and cJucalion center. has 
enriched the State with a broad variety of educational and training opportunities and has made significant research and 
public service contribulions, especially in lhc meas of health care, law, science nm! tcclmology; am.I 
WHEREAS, we arc committed to assuring that Lite University of New Mexico responds lo the educational needs or 
New Mexico citizens by continuing lo modify programs and services as the Slate ·s needs change while efficiently 
ulilizing the resources assigned to our University; and 
, WHEREAS, we appreciate the historic conunilmcnl tlrnl the Slate has made to higher education as evidenced by the 
fact thal, in spite of other pressing demands on State resources, lhc decision-makers have dedicated a nearly constant 
share of l 7% of State General Fund revenue to higher education, which has allowed lhc University of New Mexico lo 
attract and retain outstanding faculty, staff and students; and 
WHEREAS, we recognize the quality of our faculty and staff who have offered educational experiences to citizens 
of New Mexico that are competitive in quality with universities in other states; and 
WHEREAS, we as the Board of Regents oflhc University of New Mexico arc alarmed at U1e significant delerioration 
of Stale support that emerged from the last legislative session as reflected by Lhe reduction of the universities' base 
budgets, the veto of compensation funding for higher education employees, and the dramatic reduction in the share of 
State revenues dedicated to higher educalion--from 17% lo 16.1 %--a $27 million loss; and 
'WHEREAS, we believe that if the quality of New Mexico higher education programs begins to deteriorate, New 
Mexico students will suffer, and since many of the best and brightest students will seek educational opportunities 
outside the Stale, New Mexico will run the risk of losing these individuals permanently; and 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT: the Board of Regents of the University of New Mexico urges 
State leaders to: 
1. Reaffirm the value that the University of New Mexico is contributing to the educational ~xpe_ri_ence of more 
than 30,000 students a year and to the health care and public service needs of New Mexico citizens; and 
2. Demonstrate a commitment to U1c New Mexico higher education system by restoring the historic share of Stale 
genera.I fw1d support to al least 17% so that the New Mexico higher education institutions can continue to off er 
high quality programs U1at serve the needs of the citizens. 
Adopted on this 11th day of Sc tcmbcr, 1997 by an unanimous vote of the Board of Regents of the University of New 
Mexico. 
Signed: 
.- {_t ]Ct llL C),. 
..__JL.L_.J_-=-=------il----: 
ara G. Brazil, ic 
~___:__..::..2....'.Q -~~ L 
Da id A. Archuleta, Member 
"'~ : Kimberly ~Member 
, 
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The University of New Mexico 
Faculty Senate 
RESOLUTION ON PROCEDURAL ACCOUNTABILITY 
The University of New Mexico has established policies and procedures to ensure equal 
and fair treatment of all students, faculty, and staff. The University of New Mexico 
Faculty strongly supports these policies and procedures as articulated in the various 
public policy documents governing treatment of students, faculty, and staff, including 
the Faculty Handbook, The Affirmative Action Manual, the UNM General Catalog. the 
University Business Policies and Procedures Manual, the Board of Regents' Policy 
Manual, and other prevailing documents. Unfortunately, recent court decisions and 
adjudications have cited the failure of members of the campus community to follow 
established policies and procedures. Such failures have not only resulted in costly 
monetary settlements, but also have tarnished the image of the university community 
as a whole. Non-discriminatory practices, to be fully effective, must be supported by 
vigilant supervision of all levels and units of the university, to ensure that appropriate 
procedures are faithfully and rigorously carried out. 
Therefore, the Faculty Senate of the University of New Mexico demands that the 
university administration take vigorous action to ensure compliance with established 
policies and procedures that protect all students, faculty, and staff from discrimination 
of any kind, and further that any and all responsible administrators, faculty, or staff who 
violate or fail to follow such policies and procedures be subject to appropriate 
disciplinary action. 
_,/<, f1u· b,) rJ Df fl.b II 1 /qq7 ..J-LitiJh1,)t,,tl'tL 
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The University of New Mexico 
Office of the Secretary 
Scholes Hall IO I 
Albuquerque, NM 87131-3386 
(505) 277-4664 
November 11, 1997 
TO: 
FROM: 
UNM Faculty Senatif;jq_f/ 
Beulah M. Woodfin, Faculty Senate President 
SUBJECT: Course Proposals for the Core Curriculum 
Attached for your information and comments are two course proposals for the Core 
Curriculum. 
Pages #1-4 list courses for: 
Physical/Natural Sciences 
Humanities 
Fine Arts 
Mathematics 
Writing and Speaking 
Foreign Language 
140 
Page #5 entitled "Core2" lists course requirements for social and behavioral sciences. 
Please send your comments to Charlie Steen, History Department, Mesa Vista, Room 
1104 or to csteen@unm.edu. 
Faculty Senate Committee on Academic 
Freedom and Tenure 
Committee on Governance Staff Council Commencement 
Information Line 
(SOS) 277-6586 
141 
Course proposals for the Core Curriculum 
PHYSICALJNATURAL SCIENCES (Required: two counes, one with a lab) 
ASTRONOMY 101 (3) 
Introduction to Astronomy. 
BIOLOGY 110 AND 112L 4 
Biology for Non-Majors 
BIOLOGY 121L (4) 
Principles ofBiology 
BIOLOGY 122L (4) 
Principles ofBiology 
BIOLOGY 123L (4) 
Biology for Health Related Sciences and Non-Majors 
CHEMISTRY 105 AND 107L (4) 
Chemistry for Non-Technical Majors 
CHEMISTRY 111L (4) 
Elements of General Chemistry. 
CHEMISTRY 121L (4) and 122L (4) 
General Chemistry 
CHEMISTRY 131L (4) 
Principles of Chemistry 
CHEMISTRY 132L (5) 
Principles of Chemistry 
EPS 101 AND 10SL (4) 
Physical Geology and Lab 
EPS 103 (3) 
Earth, Environment and Global Change 
EPS 104 (4) 
Historical Geology (includes lab) 
GEOGRAPHY 101 AND 105L (4) 
Physical Geography and Lab. 
PHYSICS 102 AND 112L (4) 
Introduction to Physics and Lab 
PHYSICS 151 (3) AND 153L (1) 
General Physics and Laboratory 
PHYSICS 152 (3) AND 154L (1) 
General Physics and Laboratory 
PHYSICS 160 (3) 
General Physics 
PHYSICS 161 (3) 
General Physics 
Emergency Medicine recommends Bio 237 and 247L and 
238 and 2481.., Anatomy and Physiology 
CD 
HUMANITIES (Required: two counes) 
AMERICAN STUDIES 181 (3) 
Introduction to Culture Studies 
AMERICAN STUDIES 186 (3) 
Introduction to Southwest Studies 
CLASSICS 107 (3) 
Greek Mythology 
CLASSICS 204 (3) 
Greek Civilization 
CLASSICS 205 (3) 
Roman Civilization 
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE 223 (3) 
Literary Questions 
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE 224 (3) 
Literary Questions 
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE 260 (3) 
Introduction to Methodology 
ENGLISH 150 (3) 
Literature (topics). 
ENGLISH 292 (3) 
Western Literature/World Contexts I 
ENGLISH 293 (3) 
Western Literature/World Contexts II 
ENGLISH 296(3) 
American Literature 
HISTORY 101 (3) 
Western Civilization to 1648 
HISTORY 102 (3) 
Western Civilization since 1648 
PHILOSOPHY 101 (3) 
Introduction to Philosophical Problems 
PHILOSOPHY 201 (3) 
Greek Philosophy 
PHILOSPHY 202 (3) 
Modem Philosophy 
RELIGION 107 (3) 
Living World Religions 
Political Science recommends including PS 215, Law in the Political Commwdtyb. 
lJPPER DIVISION SUBSTI11JTIONS: 
PHILOSOPHY 346 (3) 
Twentieth Century Philosophy 
PHILOSOPHY 350 (3) 
Philosophy of Science 
AMERICAN STUDIES 363 (3) 
Topics in Southwest Studies. 
ENGLISH 315 (3) 
Interdisciplinary Approaches. 
1 4?. 
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FINE ARTS (Required: one course) 
ART 101 (3) 
Introduction to Art 
ART201 (3) 
History of Art to the Renaissance 
ART202 (3) 
History of Art since the Renaissance 
DANCE 105 (3) 
Dance appreciation 
FILM/fV 210 (3) 
Introduction to Film 
MUSIC 139 (3) 
Mucic Appreciation 
MUSIC 140 (3) 
Music Appreciation (discrete courses) 
THEATER 122 (3) 
Introduction to Theater 
Students may also sleet to take any studio course offered by the Departments of Music, Art & Theater and Dance to fulfill this requirement 
MATHEMATICS (Required: one course) 
MATH121 (3) 
Algebra. 
MATH129(3) 
Mathematics, A Survey. 
MATH145(3) 
Statistics 
MATH 150(3) 
Pre-Calculus mathematics 
MATH 162 (4) 
Calculus I 
MATH 163(4) 
Calculus II 
MATH 180(3) 
Elements of Calculus I 
MATH 181 (3) 
Elements of Calculus II 
The Math Department does not recommend inclusion of any other courses. 
Phil/Math 356, Symbolic Logic is offered as a possible upper-division substitute. 
C 
WRITING AND SPEAKING (Required: English 101-102 and an additional course) 
ENGLISH 101 (3) 
Composition 1 : Exposition 
ENGLISH 102 (3) 
Composition II: Analysis and Arguement 
ENGLISH 219 (3) 
Techincal Writing 
ENGLISH 220 (3) 
Expository writing (intermediate) 
ENGLISH 250 (3) ?? 
Analysis of Literature and Critical Writing 
COMMUNICATION 130 AND 130L (1 and 2) 
Public speaking 
COMMUNICATION 151 (3) . . 
Writing for Mass Media Departmental recommendation along wth CJ 221, Interperwnal Commurucation 
LINGUISTICS 101 (3) 
Introduction to the study oflanguage 
PHILOSOPHY 156 (3) 
Introduction to Logic and Critical Thinking. 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE (Required: one course) 
Any 100 or 200 language courses in the Departments of 
Linguistics, Spanish and Portugese or Foreign Languages and 
Literature. 
® 
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SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES (Required: two courses) 
AMERICAN STUDIES 182 (3) 
Introduction to Environment, Science and Technology 
AMERICAN STUDIES 183 (3) 
Introduction to Gender Studies 
ANTHROPOLOGY 101 (3) 
Introduction to Anthropology 
ANTHROPOLOGY 108 (3) 
Human ancestry 
ANTHROPOLOGY 130 (3) 
Cultures of the world 
COMMUNICATION 101 (3) 
Introduction to Communication 
COMMUNICATION 110 (3) 
Introduction to Mass Communication 
ECONOMICS 105 (3) 
Principles of Macroeconomics 
ECONOMICS 106 (3) 
Principles of Microeconomic. 
GEOGRAPHY 102 (3) 
Human Geography 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 110 (3) 
The Political World An introduction to politics 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 200 (3) 
An introduction to American politics 
PSYCHOLOGY 105 ( 3) 
General Psychology 
SOCIOLOGY 101 (3) 
Basic concepts, topics and theories of sociology 
SOCIOLOGY 216 (3) 
Dynamics of Prejudice. 
ORGANIZATION OF THE 1999 SELF-STUDY 
CH~PTER ONE: INTRODUCTION-a brief history of the University of New 
Mexico_, fol~o:wed by a ~escri~tion of the self-study process from initiation to anticipation 
of the site visit, concludmg with our response to the recommendations of the 1989 
evaluation team. 
~H~P!ER TWO: GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL REQUIREMENTS-every 
mstitution accredited by the Commission on Institutions of Higher education must answer 
twenty-four specific questions regarding the university's mission, legal authorization, 
governance, faculty, educational program, finances, and policies for public infonnation. 
CHAPTER THREE: CRITERION ONE; MISSION-this chapter demonstrates 
patterns of evidence showing that "The institution has clear and publicly stated purposes 
consistent with its mission and appropriate to an institution of higher education." 
CHAPTER FOUR: CRITERION TWO; GOVERNANCE AND RESOURCES-in 
this important and wide-ranging chapter, the patterns of evidence demonstrate that the 
university "has effectively organized the human, financial, and physical resources 
necessary to accomplish its purposes." 
CHAPTER FIVE: CRITERION THREE; EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT--
typically the longest and most central to the academic mission of the university, this 
chapter provides patterns of evidence that "the institution is accomplishing its educational 
and other purposes." 
CHAPTER SIX: CRITERION FOUR; PLANNING -usually a shorter chapter in 
most reports, the university demonstrates that it "can continue to accomplish its purposes 
and strengthen its educational effectiveness." Some reports place resources in this 
chapter rather than in chapter four ( criterion two). 
CHAPTER SEVEN: CRITERION FIVE; ETHICS AND INTEGRITY-patterns of 
evidence in this relatively short chapter indicate that the university "demonstrates 
integrity in its practices and relationships." Usually treated here are athletics, faculty 
handbook, ethics committees, relationships with other institutions, etc. 
CHAPTER EIGHT: SUMMARY-here we make a case for re-accreditation by 
summarizina the evidence for that status with the commission. 
:::, 
APPENDICES, LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS, \VEB-PAGE INFORIVIATION AND 
LIST OF RESOURCES AVAILABLE IN HODGIN HALL 
VOLUME T\VO: THE BRANCH CAMPUSES, THE TAOS EDUCATIO 
CENTER, THE SANTA FE AND LOS ALA1"1OS GR4.DUATE CENTERS, 
CONTINUING EDUCATION, AND DISTANCE-EDUCATION. 
VOLUME THREE: UNM FACT BOOK-tabulated and graphically illustrated data 
from UNM's Office of Institutional Research, including the required NCA institutional 
data forms. 
SITE VISIT-RESOURCE ROOM-January 24-27, 1999-- evaluation team uses the 
Bobo Room in Hodgin Hall for meetings, document reading, and initial report writing. 
All relevant university documents must be available in hard copy for inspection by the 
evaluators. 
SUMMARY TIMETABLE 
July and August-establish steering committee and editorial board 
September-meet with steering committee (now and periodically throughout the project); 
establish sub-committees and begin writing tables of contents. 
September-White and Holder explain accreditation process to staff council, faculty 
Senate, department chairs. 
Sept-November-White and Holder visit departments on campus to invite faculty and 
staff participation. 
Sept-November-set up web page and White continues to work with Editors. 
November 4- open meeting 3 to 4:30 in SUB 250 A and B- for faculty, staff, students 
and community to discuss issues in self-study. 
March I-first draft due to White and Holder. 
April 30--open meeting for faculty, staff, students and community to discuss first draft. 
(will probably be held in SUB 250, A and B) 
Summer, 1998-White works on developing second and third drafts and putting together 
the self-study report. 
September, 1998--open meeting for faculty, staff, students and community to discuss the 
Final draft of the self-study. 
October, 1998-Self-study is sent to President and Board of Regents for approval 
November, 1998-Self-study is printed and sent to site team consultant/evaluators from 
North Central Association. 
January 24-27-Site Team from NCA visits UNM. 
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EDITORIAL BOARD-STEERING COMMITTEE RESOURCES 
MISSION 
Chair: Victor Delclos, Associate Professor, College of Education 
Co-chair: Jan Gamradt, Assistant Professor, College of Education 
Sub-Committee Members: 
Steve Preskill, Associate Professor, College of Education 
Virginia Seiser, Associate Professor, General Library-Admin Services 
Guillermina Engelbrecht, Professor, College of Education 
Harold Delaney, Professor and Associate Chair, Psychology 
Hal Marchand, Graduate Student, College of Education 
Steering Committee Resources: 
William Gordon, Provost/Vice President, Academic Affairs 
Nasir Ahmed, Interim Associate Provost, Research and Dean of Graduate Studies 
Judy Jones, Executive Assistant to the President 
Breda Bova, Associate Professor, College of Education 
Ron Rivera, Chairman, Board of Directors, Hispano Chamber of Commerce 
GOVERNANCE AND RESOURCES 
Chair: Carole Nagengast, Associate Professor, Anthropology 
Co-chair: Gloria Birkholz, Professor, College of Nursing 
Sub-Committee Members: 
David Baldwin, Associate Professor, General Library-Administrative Services 
Joni Young, Assistant Professor, Anderson Schools of Management 
Chris Shultis, Professor, Music 
Cary Morrow, Professor, Chemistry 
Nadine Baca-Scala, Graduate Student, College of Education 
Marta Weigle, Professor and Chair, Anthropology 
Guillermina Enaelbrecht, Professor, College of Education 
Roger B. Lujan~ Director of Facility Planning, Department of Facility Planning 
Steering Committee Resources: 
Richard W. Holder, Associate Provost, Academic Affairs 
Coordinator of the Self-Study, 1999 
David L. McKinney, Vice President, Business and Finance 
Julie Weaks, Director, Budget Office 
Mark P. Chisholm, Director, Institutional Research 
John Geissman, Professor, Earth & Planetary Sciences 
David Miertschin, President GPSA 
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EDUCATION 
Chair: Gary Lafree, Professor, Sociology, Director, Institute for Social Research 
Co-chair: Diane Marshall, Professor, Biology 
Sub-Committee Members: 
Monica Cyrino, Assistant Professor, Foreign Languages 
Larry Lavender, Associate Professor, Theatre and Dance 
Kathy Freise, Graduate Student, American Studies 
Alejandre Jimenez, Graduate Student, Art History 
Gary Harrison, Associate Professor, English Department 
Jean Civikly-Powell, Professor, Communication and Journalism 
Rick Olcott, Programmer Analyst III, Physical Plant 
Steering Committee Resources: 
Eliseo Torres, Vice President, Student Affairs 
Janet Roebuck, Associate Provost, Academic Affairs 
Kathleen Sena, Associate Registrar 
Beulah M. Woodfin, President, Faculty Senate 
Associate Professor, Department of Biochemistry 
Jason Bousliman, President ASUNM 
Wanda Martin, Associate Professor, English 
PLANNING 
Chair: John Trotter, Professor, Anatomy, School of Medicine 
Co-chair: Vivian Valencia, Director of Academic Affairs, School of Medicine 
Sub-Committee Members: 
Gail Houston, Assistant Professor, English Department 
Greg Hallstrom, Industrial Security Manager/FSO 
Vera Norwood, Professor, American Studies 
Dorothy Chansky, Assistant Professor, Department of Theatre and Dance 
Linda Jones, Graduate Student, Instructional Technology 
William Hadley, Dean, College of Pharmacy 
Sally -Ruybal, Professor, College of Nursing 
Jeanne Logsdon, Anderson School of Management 
Steering Committee Resources: 
William C. Gordon, Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Michael Dougher, Professor, Psychology 
David Kauffman, Professor, Engineering 
Gloria Valencia-Weber, Professor, Law 
Kari Ward-Karr, Counseling and Referral Services, Staff Council Representative 
• t 
Mark P. Chisholm, Director, Institutional Research 
ETHICS 
Chair: Joan Gibson, Director, Health Sciences Ethics Program 
Co-chair: Demetra Logothetis, Interim Director, Dental Hygiene 
Sub-Committee Members: 
John Gluck, Professor of Psychology 
Erin Leff, Dispute Resolution Coordinator 
Rachel Maurer, Media Relations Specialist, Public Affairs 
Robert Bienstock, University Counsel 
Susan Moczygemba-McKinsey, Assistant to the VP for Institutional Advancement 
Susan Scott, Pediatrics, Professor of Pediatric Endocrinology, School of Medicine, 
Mimi Swanson, Program Manager, Staff Services 
Anne Thomas, Director, Equal Opportunity Programs 
Elizabeth Morris, Accountant, Health Science's Controller' Office 
Steering Committee Resources: 
Jane E. Henney, Vice President, Health Sciences 
Nasir Ahmed, Interim Associate Provost, Research and Dean of Graduate Studies 
Breda Bova, Associate Professor, College of Education 
Richard Santos, Associate Professor, Economics 
Sandy Seligman, Department of Nursing Research, Education, and Standards 
Robert Stamm, Bradbury and Stamm Construction Co. Inc. 
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1. DialogueP/us 
• Is a state-of-the-art computer assisted telecounseling system 
2. ForecastP/us 
• \s a customized enrol\ment prediction system 
3. Enrollment and Revenue Management System 
• Optimizes use of Financial Aid/Scholarships to meet enrollment 
goa\s and provides management reporting to measure progress 
4. Market Position Analysis 
• Develops a marketing theme to support enrollment objectives 
5. Student Retention 
• Works with faculty/staff to develop short-and long-term 
strategies and develops a student-centered campus that 
provides exemplary services to students 
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